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MS. ANTONIOU: I can't tell you what an honor it is for me to speak at a
university, or at least under the auspices of a university, because I am what was
known in New York as a super senior. I never graduated from college.

I left instead, to join the real world and work, and worked professionally for
many years and built up a career, and then my company was downsized. I went
to work in the nonprofit industry, and then we lost our funding. And now I'm a
professional porn writer. Just goes to show you how well planning works.

I'm also honored to be here because Seattle is a very major site for me. I was
born in New York. I am a dyed-in-the-wool New Yorker. I bought an apartment.
I'm staying there. But Seattle was where I had what you might call my real
coming out into leather, and I'll get into that a little later.

Laura, Leather, and Life. This is an egomaniac's dream. I mean the title of this
event. Finally, I get top billing. And what a top billing. It's just my first name,
like Liza or Barbara or Fabio.

But trying to figure out what to actually discuss turned out to be a bit of a
problem.

Laura? I could talk about me real easy. I never shut up about me.

But leather? As in the entire history of my fascination with pain and pleasure?
Or my dissatisfaction with the leather community? Or my personal experiences
within same? Or my fictional writings and where they fit into the picture of all
those things?

And life. Well, God knows I could tell all of you how to run your lives and the
rest of the world how to end hunger and create peace and do generally good
things, but there's a little nagging voice inside of me that says that at the age of
32 I am not qualified to talk about life. What do I know? I'm just a kid.

But I'm not easily daunted by a difficult writing task. Writing's what I do. In fact,
it's what I love to do best, aside from a rather long list of sexually gratifying
acts, which I'll also get into later, and which some of you are already familiar
with.

So I'll start with Laura. I am not easily described. If I had a blackboard, I could
make a list of all the qualities that you could obviously see in me.

I'm a writer. I'm an editor. I am a dyke. I'm an exhibitionist. I am girth-endowed.
I'm visually challenged. I am queer and a sadomasochist and an activist, and out
of those things a picture might begin to form.

But I'm also a loner and a traditionalist. I'm a liberal, politically leftist and
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proud of it. At various times I've been a leather activist, a gay activist, an AIDS
activist, but I've never been a leader. I've been a demonstrator and a radical
feminist, but never a separatist. I've been an agnostic, but never an unbeliever.
And I've been a pornographer, but very rarely a sellout.

It's amazing right now that I could find so many labels that fit me, because so
much of my life seems to be a decahedron-sided peg in a triangular hole. It's not
even as easy as round and square. Everything takes on multiple dimensions for
me.

But my relatives asked me what I wanted to be when I grew up. At the age of
four I told them, a boy. How I actually came about to do that is one of the ironic
and delightful situations that life has presented me with.

When the outside world pronounced me a numerical genius, and the tests I took
in school pronounced me an egghead, my family claimed I was such a good girl,
and my teachers beamed in comfort and satisfaction.

And in the meantime, I took drugs, and I stole, and I lived a violent fantasy life
of such depravity that I still haven't put some of those stories down on paper.

Long before it became chic for lesbians to get it on with gay and bisexual men, I
was doing it and wondering what on earth made my orientation so queer that it
made it okay for me to be with a man only if he sucked dick.

Before polyamory became such a widely understood - Oh, that's a misnomer -
widely discussed relationship option, I was wondering why I never felt the urge
to settle down with one person in particular and become a pair-bonded couple.

When I was quizzed about professional aspirations, I told people I wanted to be
a veterinarian, and so I worked on farms. I told people I wanted to be a lawyer,
and so I went to college. I told people I wanted to be a teacher and a writer -

No, I didn't tell them I wanted to be a writer. I never told anyone I wanted to be
a writer. And the reason why is cause I always wrote. Writing to me is not
exactly a profession. One, because, as a profession, it's just a little less
financially stable than, say, oh, migrant farmworking; and two, because for me
it's a compulsion, sort of like masturbation. I don't remember a time when I
didn't write, and I do remember a time when I couldn't masturbate.

And if I won the lotto tomorrow, and I was set for the rest of life with money to
do whatever I wanted to do, I'd still write. I'd buy a better computer, but I'd still
write. I'd have to.

Given a choice between having health insurance or a computer I could take with
me on this three-week trip on the West Coast, so I could keep writing, I bought
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the computer.

Given a choice between writing, or between not writing so that I could then
collect government assistance and become a drain on the system, I chose
working poverty.

If some perverse god decided to offer me a choice between orgasms and
writing, I would become the become the stoniest stone butch you ever saw in
your life.

Of course, I didn't always write what I'm writing now. In grade school I wrote
the adventures of a vampire hunter, and in junior high I started writing science
fiction, and that's also when I also started putting extra things in the story, like
characterization and plot.

That's when I also started to write high fantasy, you know, Tolkienesque stuff. I
envisioned my epic quest fantasy, elves, dragons, and all, at the age of 13 and
started rewriting it seriously in high school, because I was so embarrassed at
my childish scrawls. Over six hundred pages of blue- lined looseleaf paper.

In high school, I had a typewriter. In high school I also started writing about the
things I didn't want anyone to see. The stories which were forbidden, marked by
a scarlet F, if you will. I typed them feverishly, always in one sitting, because I
never wanted to leave a sheet of paper in the typewriter for my mother to find.

I'd hide the pages under my mattress, and I would reread them long after my
parents were asleep. In these stories, my various characters lived lives of
desperation, frustration, anger, and fear. I still hid the facts. I've never kept a
diary, but I remember what I was writing about, powerful villains who
tormented brave young heroes, and the heroes rose up and killed them, or died.

I wrote about the beauty in a woman's body and voice and did it from a man's
point of view, and I hated the changes in my own body that made it impossible,
or so I thought, to love women I felt the way that men should. I didn't know how
men actually did love women, but I had an idea about how they should.

One day I burned all of the stories that were under the mattress. I couldn't find
a way to hide them. And I didn't know if I could keep them safe with me. I had
fantasies of dying and thoughts of suicide - Hey, what teenager doesn't? - and I
didn't want people to find those stories after I died. Talk about a secret.

I did find two ways to express the forbidden thoughts. One was entirely in
fantasy. Every night before I fell asleep, I'd think up another chapter in this
continuing soap opera drama that went on inside my head.

In my earliest fantasies, I was a character out of a book that I'd read as a child,
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which to the best of my recollection was called Greek Slave Boy. My fantasy self
wasn't exactly a boy, though. And neither was it a girl.

My first encounter with the limitation of gender was writing my imagination
where I was a person with long hair and long legs and a firm body who wore a
blue tunic-like garment thing with a rope belt and sandals, but I had no idea
what was under the tunic.

The fantasies were of bondage and servitude, mostly with this underlying soap
opera drama of competition and humiliation. Punishments earned and unjust
mingled with rewards that were all verbal, you know, "Good boy," or privilege-
based. You know, now I am allowed out of the house.

Even as a kid, the old tie up and spank'em up routine was not interesting. In
these fantasies I always start out as the lowest slave in the household and work
my way up to being a favorite of the owner, pampered and in charge of all of the
other slaves. And when that got too threatening, I'd arrange to have the evil
overseer betray me, and then I'd be demoted back to the bottom again. Some
kid, huh?

Later on, when Star Wars came out - this was 1977 - I left those childish
fantasies of Roman villas and tunics and got into complex scenarios I developed
in a science-fiction universe. I became a rebel fighter, you know, pals with Leia,
who was captured by Darth Vader and remember the round thing in the movie
with the needles and the shit? It broke me.

My endgame fantasies were even more complex. One scenario, my favorite one,
had all of the brainwashing techniques actually work, and I was turned into the
Dark Side of the Force, and I killed the whiny Princess Leia, Luke Skywalker,
and all those groovy guys.

And I became a feared and terrible galactic agent. And my buddy was Darth. I
hung out with the governor, and we just conquered the galaxy.

By then, as I began to examine the top side of my personality, my internal
identity had kind of settled on female, and so my intergalactic secret agent was
a woman. And of course, Darth Vader loved me, chastely.

So I became both victim and eventual tormentor in all of these late night
dramas. A bad guy made noble by suffering. Isn't that cool?

The other way that these thoughts and images came out was due to the
emergence of fantasy role-playing games, particularly Dungeons and Dragons.
Always needing to be the center of attention, I was the Dungeon Master. The
developer of games which all my friends played.
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As I got older, killing the monsters and taking their treasure began to get a bit
old, and so more interesting plots began to arise.

When I look at the notes from those games now - because I saved them - I
wonder how it was none of my friends ever came up to me and said, "What kind
of a pervert are you?" Because they were sadomasochistic. They were gender-
bending. They were intergenerational sex including -

I mean, one scenario had this, like thirteen-yearish elven lad fall in love with a
human bulky fighter played by a very straight fellow. And after a year of having
this little elf follow him around and worship him, finally the guy went to me
during the game and said, "Okay. In this culture, it's appropriate for me to
respond to him, right?"

And I said, "Uh-huh."

And he said, "Okay. I tell him - I tell him, 'Let's go out to dinner.'" That was such
a triumph. It was even better than when they killed Tiamat.

Anyway, as a teenager I began to discover all the things that have now shaped
my current career: fantasy development, masturbation, and the whole cycle of
human arousal, and the all-important instincts of a person who was never able
fit in, and therefore had to make space for herself.

At the age of 18, I finally loved a woman who tied me to her bed, and that was
the start of some new stories. Unwritten, but lovingly developed in my mind,
because I knew that no one would ever publish them.

I couldn't stop writing though. Whatever creative energies that didn't go into
my games or my erotic fantasies went into even more stories, which I claimed
were about nothing in particular.

I even created a role playing game magazine in those days called Gateways, and
I only gave it up after my much-more-organized partner decided to take a job
with a major gaming company and leave me with a magazine and no idea of how
to publish it.

Our biggest competitor in those days was this tiny little zine run by two kids our
age called White Wolf. Maybe you've heard of them.

My fantasies about power and shame have stayed with me through the years.
That is why, when people ask me what my orientation is, I tell them, "I'm a
sadomasochist."

As I wrote in an essay that will appear in Califia and Sweeney's The Second
Coming sometime before that event. God, I'm evil sometimes.
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There are roles I've played all my life, some with more passion and truth than
others. Roles people play because that's our way of coping. Dutiful child,
diligent scholar, sardonic rebel, sarcastic undergraduate, sullen employee,
enthusiastic volunteer, loyal lesbian. One part after another, and always an edge
of distance that made me doubt my sanity and doubt reality.

That was how I saw my relationship with life. Somewhere underneath my roles,
there was a person who was not relating fully to her circumstances, to her
family, to her friends, to the rest of life. A role gave me a context in which to
interact and a plan to follow. It wasn't real; it was a script.

I knew when I was real. It was when my body dripped sweat from fear and pain
and anguish and indecision and determination and terror and the will to take
just one more, to push harder until something broke.

I was real the first time a woman touched my face after she slapped me and
then she kissed me hard, and it was the first time that a tongue in my mouth
didn't feel like a nauseating violation.

I was real when I burned with this glowing apres-beating that made me aware
that my flawed body was really an amazing thing that could make me feel alive
and hot and desirable.

I was real the first time that my hand pushed past that last ring of tight flesh
and there was a human being leaning back and laughing, poised on my wrist.
My heart pounded with the beating of their heart, because I was inside them at
last.

I was real the time that I passed a blade along smooth, unmarked flesh, parting
the skin and drawing up the blood and fighting the urge to bend and lick it off,
to suck their life right out of them, until I could hear that heart beat again, feel
the pulsing in my body, and be with them utterly.

This reality, the sadomasochistic reality, kept me going. It was where I explored
everything fascinating about human nature, conflict and resolution, passion and
control, anger and conditional love. I ignored the nagging voice in me, which I
still occasionally call The Chastiser, which continually wondered why the fuck I
was doing this, what I was seeking.

In every physical experience I found another piece of brick to structure my
support tower. If I had enough play time, I was sure I wouldn't need anything
else. If I had just one more ecstatic experience, or if I could just extend it a little
longer, I could be real that much longer.

I pushed myself, always looking for the heavier scene, the new kink. If I worked
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I wanted it to last longer, for the whole night, for the weekend, for the extent of
the relationship, for the rest of my life.

I was real, and that was all that mattered. I did whatever I had to do to keep
this physical wall going up. If I lacked a woman, I'd find a man. If I lacked a top
I'd become one. Lacking the clothing to suit a lover, I'd buy it, make it, fake it.
Lacking the endurance for a particular act, I'd cut my body off with too many
drinks, or an interesting new drug, or just through grinning wildly and turning
it all off, until the thumps and the sting were like echoes, insubstantial except
for faint reverberations through my body, and I'd take an evil kind of pleasure in
knowing that eventually the top du jour would give up, and I'd win.

I shut off the voice that kept asking what I was getting out of this, except for
bruises, cuts, aches, and those incredible moments of timelessness, when there
were no masks on me, and I was alone in my pleasure and pain.

That will be out next year, or so I'm told. The entire essay is called Electra on
the Rocks, and it's mostly about my journeys through the daddy-boy roleplaying
thing and the development of a new side of me, which I call The Owner.

In my time, I've been a bottom switch, a boy. I've been collared for a period of
formal submission. I've been an exclusive top and an exclusive lesbian, and I've
been a happy perv with a whip and a strap who'd take on anyone who wanted to
play.

I've become an avid fister. I love bondage and blindfolds and beatings and
buggery, in no particular order. I get cut, and I love to cut. I get striped, and I
love to mark. I am drawn over and over again to gender questions and issues,
and I fall in lust with people of intensity, especially people who bring out
shadows and reflections of myself.

And now, instead of giving myself up to a moment, I throw myself into it with
full awareness. I open my eyes, and I drink it in, and I celebrate it. Through my
writing and my storytelling, I share it. What used to be a desolate place of
desperation and frustration, I've made into a stage for my passion plays. And
that's what live for, passion. I seek it out when I play; I watch for it when people
tell me their stories, and I hear it in secrets and fears and dreams and visions.

And of course, I write about it. Writing about this stuff came very late in life.
The first time I admitted I was a sadomasochist in print in a letter to the Gay
Community News protesting an event for women at which leather women were
not welcome: They would make the other women there feel unsafe.

The second time was in 1989, when I became a founding member of NLA Metro
New York and decided to produce a newsletter. And it was two years after that
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when Richard K. Sines of Masquerade book approached me and asked me for a
book about people doing S/M for the first time; he wanted a friendly book about
S/M. I wrote it under a pseudonym, because no one at Masquerade published
porn under their real name.

The saga of what happened with NLA and my experiences in the leather
community, whatever that is, is long and frustrating. I'll only tell you the results.

I left the so-called community in 1993, quasivoluntarily. Since that time, I've
edited five anthologies, written three novels, and about a dozen even short
stories. I'm currently working on two more anthologies and a book of my own
short stories.

It seems that all the energy I've spent to try to build communities, trying to
make spaces for leather people, and leather women in specific, were energies I
could have used writing books. All the political alliances I made, all of the
meetings I attended alone, came to nothing. They don't call me.

The organization I helped nurture has self-destructed in a mess that made my
exit seem genteel. The contest I produced - I didn't win a contest; I was a
producer - raised visibility and money and gave New`York leather women their
first public event ever, and it was never done again, because no one was willing
to even do one-half of what I did to put it on.

And the people who I told stories to, the people who played with me and slept
with me, the people who bought my books and gave me theirs, they're the ones
who talk to me. They're the ones I get comfort and encouragement from.
They're the ones I speak to. They are my community.

I travel all around the country, and I judge and MC contests, because in my
heart I'm a stand-up comedian. The single most pervasive problem I keep
hearing from men and women alike is how their local communities are created
out of strife, supported through backstabbing and ostracization and greed and
sometimes outright theft, how one club won't talk to another, or how one person
controls this one, and that person controls that one, and if you take nothing else
from what I say tonight, understand how vital it is to create and support your
own family first.

There are some people who do seem to derive energy, support, and cheer from
the extended community built around what we like to do in bed, but unless you
are one of those people, God bless, you must be able to have a fallback position.
My fallback position are the people who share my passions, who create drama
for me and with me and who love me despite of, and because of, my politics.

Enough of that. I wanted to share with you some politics, and you can't leave. I
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couldn't wait to read this in Seattle.

It is called Unsafe At Any Speed, or Safe, Sane, and Consensual, My Fanny. No
one will publish this, which is why I'm reading it out loud.

My fantasies have never been safe ones. Even back when I was a child, I
remember coaching a playmate into behaving the way I imagined was proper
for this little psychodrama we were about to enact. "You will be the one in
charge," I said, pushing from the bottom as only a six-year old novice can, "and
you're really mean. You tell me to do things that are impossible, and when I
can't, you punish me and laugh."

What can I tell you? My tastes grew up with me. The amazing thing now,
twenty-five years later, is how succinctly I captured the essence of S/M play. The
role of the dominant as the active play-acting partner, and my role as a natural
all-responsive passive partner, but only under the structure I created.

Later on, I discovered that to my mind power and sex were interlocked. There
were no sexual feelings without dreams of rape, suffering, beatings, and
torture. No imaginary relationships with partners of equal standing to me, only
people who used me or people I used.

Dating in high school was a silly mess, a tangle of mostly forgotten fumblings in
order to demonstrate my passing heterosexuality and/or my ability to feel
something rather than silly and hungry when I was stoned.

The real-life power and danger that was my home and the man who married my
mother, were more like what I imagined sex was. Forbidden. Secret. Painful.
Confusing. Threatening. Awesome in the true sense of the word, capable of
creating emotions so strange that words couldn't be put to them.

There was no sound a human being could make in order to express the terrible
passion I imagined was sex. Unsafe, insane, and utterly nonconsensual.

Fantasies are not reality. I know, I know, I know. Except when they are. Except
when you make them into reality. And fuck this. I didn't come out of years of
fantasy rescuing myself from a toxic parent and guilt-tripping myself through
anti-sex feminism, politically correct lesbianism, and socially programmed
homosexual activism so that someone else could make my goddamn sex life into
a slogan: Safe, Sane, and Consensual.

What does it mean? Assimilation, that's what. The politics of appeasement, the
hope that, Gee, if we look and act just like everyone else, if we can only
convince the dominant culture that we're really harmless and just like they are,
except that where we put our dicks and clits and tongues, and what we like on
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our dicks and clits and tongues, why, we'll earn our civil rights, and everybody
will live happily ever after, except for the boy-lovers, who give us all a bad name
anyway.

Originally, Safe, Sane, and Consensual, hereafter referred to as SSC, came out
of the mostly gay men's S/M movement, probably GMSMA, but I'm willing to
hear about where else it came from. I've heard several different versions of who
came up with our beloved slogan.

The first time I heard about it was in connection with the expansion of the
National Leather Association in connection with a desire to create some sort of
unified national network of leather persons. SSC was something everyone could
stand behind. For a group of marginalized outcasts, it was supposed to be our
rallying call.

A rallying call? Hello? Like Live Free Or Die? Remember The Alamo? Black Is
Beautiful? Who Killed Karen Silkwood? Safe, Sane, Consensual.

Well, okay. It's as good as any, but why not Happy, Healthy, and Wise? Rational,
Intelligent, and Sensitive? Open-minded, Empathic, and Cheerful? Willing, Hot,
and Horny? I like that one. All these are laudable attitudes.

So some rallying cry; who's going to argue with it? I mean, what's more to the
point? What social interaction should not be safe, sane, and consensual?
Shouldn't all sex be like that? Shouldn't all relationships be like that?

But okay, it's just a slogan. Slogans don't mean shit. After all, what did Just Say
No and Just Do It have to do with any kind of reality you understand?

Slogans give people something to chant, something to put on their banners, and
something to distinguish the us from the them, and I guess SSC does beat
Horny And Looking For Some Kinky Nookie Right Now; Are You A Top Or A
Bottom, And What Are You Wearing?

But it's become so much more than a slogan. It's now a way of life. Every S/M
organization has to include this little catchphrase into their statement of
purpose, that is, if they ever get around to having one.

It has to be on every banner when they march. It has to be included in every
titleholder's speech, in club banquets, on colors, and in newsletters. Every
entrant into S/M, in one way or another, is assured ad nauseum that everything
will be Safe, Sane, and Consensual.

The only activity we condone is SSC. Why, all good S/M is SSC. SSC is good.
Isn't it good that we all practice S/M, that is, SSC?
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I'm walking through a play party. I have black and red showing left and a bag of
toys stashed behind the couch. There's this cutie I'd love to diddle, but right
now she's getting tickled and a backrub.

Okay. I'll watch that scene over there. Two people are methodically going
through their toy bag as he uses them one at a time on her. They chat.

Does she like this?

Giggle. Oh, yes, she does.

Smack. Isn't that nasty?

Oh, you beast. Giggle, giggle.

Let's try this one; it's made out of an old mop head. More giggles.

Fighting off a yawn, how rude. I wander past two girls earnestly discussing
their upcoming scene. I eavesdrop.

Red means to stop; yellow means slow down; blue means I want to talk to you
about something; green means you should go faster and harder.

I don't tell them about fisting and piss and cocksucking. Why do I feel older
than I really am? I don't want to tell them about muffled yelps and screams and
the moment before the tears start to flow, the terrible moment when you know
that just one more sharp pain and you will not be able to hold them back.

I do want to tell them, on the other hand. I want to tell them about watching
someone's control slip away. Touching a crotch to find that there's pussy cream
mixing with drops of panic piss, and about the redness of her face when the
sobbing has become deep and regular.

I want to tell them about the pleas of the damned, the cries when someone
doesn't know when it's going to stop or how when they want their mommy, or
they want their master, or when want to surrender and fall to the ground and
feel a boot at the back of their neck and grind away until they come and it's
terrible.

But I smile, and I nod, and I pass on, and I don't even say a fucking thing.

There's a whipping going on, so I go watch that. Oh, yeah, this is better.
Thwack, thwack, smack, smack. Heavy red marks. Muscles straining. Grunts.

And then the whip lands around the ribs, and I hear the bottom yell, "Wrap!"
And the top bites her lip and tries to aim better next time. Someone in the back
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snorts in derision. I guess their bottom had better manners, or maybe their aim
is perfect, and they never, ever wrap.

That happened to me once. I grabbed her by the hair, and I pulled her head
back onto my shoulder, and I shoved the handle up against her throat.

"Don't you think I know that?" I asked her, knowing that in one second, if she
gave me the wrong answer, I was going to set her free, rub her wrists, and go
upstairs for a cup of coffee. "Do you think I'm not looking at you?" I asked, "Do
you think I'm an idiot? Do you think I'm your fucking whip slave that you can
use that tone of voice with me and alert me to what I am doing?"

She did the right thing, and I whipped her some more. But later on, I pushed
the envelope very, very far with her. I used my knife. It took a while to get her
into the proper place. It took me even longer to get back.

What is happening to my sex? It's cold. It's passionless. And what's worse, it's
dull. John Preston was right. S/M has become this nice, sweet alternative to
heavy petting, and leaders of the S/M community wants to be us to be Elks or
some other animal-named civics organization, gathering to sell each other
expensive clothing and raffle tickets and congratulating each other on how nice
we are.

This used to be about sex. The literature of my people is pornography. Filled
with cries for mercy, drama enacted on people without prolonged negotiation.
Partners engaged in a dance in the middle of a bonfire.

Now it's three-hundred-page manuals on how to make sure nothing bad will
ever happen to you and twelve-page party rules that state that the utmost care
must be taken to make sure that no one is frightened or offended, that no bodily
fluids are spilled, and no cries shock the neighbors.

Nothing is safe. I have a new friend with an old problem. Engaged as a co-top in
a scene, she was present when a well-trussed-up bottom had a seizure. There
was nothing in what they were doing that was related to this event. It was one
of those medical anomalies. Like a flash, the bottom was freed from bondage.
911 was called. There was knowledge of CPR. There was plenty of good, wise
emergency care. The bottom got better, in fact, went home under his own
power. They told them to check it out with a doctor, find out if there was a
problem no one knew about. Everyone went to bed.

My friend, however, was very disturbed by this incident, as anyone would be.
It's no joy to be present when somebody suddenly goes limp. But her initial
reaction was that something had gone wrong with an S/M scene, and that
someone had almost died on her. Suddenly, this awesome responsibility upon
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her as a top was revealed. She told this on ASB, as a matter of fact,
alt.sex.bondage on the Internet, as a cautionary tale.

Bullshit. People have seizures. People faint. People have mysterious heart
conditions that rear up and kill them at sixteen years of age. Do coaches then
rise up and solemnly discuss about how all coaches should be heart specialists
because of the great responsibilities of training potentially fragile athletes? No.
They put the kid in shorts, and they put him out on the court.

If I'm driving my car and a friend in the passenger seat has a heart attack, am I
at fault for not being a surgeon? For not having nitroglycerine on hand?

If I'm passionately screwing away at the advanced age of 97, and suddenly my
entire brain explodes in one final orgasm that snuffs me out like a candle dipped
in blood, will that sweet young thing beneath me be responsible for not knowing
that that massive embolism was waiting for the right moment to end my lifelong
perversity? Of course not. She has enough to worry about.

What goes on when people overfetishize safety is that they're relapsing in the
old frame of mind that what we're doing is bad. It's dangerous. It's scary. It has
the potential to get out of hand. That's why we surround ourselves with rules,
and we make a slogan into a mantra. Why we police ourselves and each other
with an obsession aimed at making our love life and play into the sanest, safest,
most consensual drama ever enacted in a relationship.

Well, life ain't safe. I get up, and everyday I do things that place my body and
life in danger. I take showers, and we all know how many people bash their
brains out in the tub every year. I stand on rickety chairs to change light bulbs. I
drive in New`York. I walk through dark Manhatten streets in a meat packing
district in very queer clothing. I drink. I go to gyms, and I abuse my body, and
then I sit in saunas. People die in them, you know. I eat meat. I eat sugar. I ride
horses. I shovel snow, and I write, and I edit pornographic books under my real
name in a conservative administration. I have joined the ACLU. If I wanted to, I
could take up karate and I could go skiing. I could buy a motorcycle. This is all
deadly stuff.

And life ain't sane, in case you haven't noticed. Any world where kids are born
unwanted and people die from hunger, where tobacco is subsidized and artists
are not, where one gender is dominant and one's skin tone, and where rapists
get out on bail and pot smokers get thirty-year sentences, this is not a fucking
sane world. So who gets to judge my relative sanity? Doctors? Lawyers? Or
other perverts?

And as for consent, that is the real issue, isn't it? Except, surprise - It's just
another shadow term, all substance and no real meaning. I can hear the whines
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now, "But it's bad to do these things without consent."

Well, no kidding. It's bad to subject medical experiments on people without
consent, but I don't see the AMA adopting the slogan Healthy, Helpful, and
Consensual.

All sex should be consenting, yet I've yet to see a dating service advertise as
"fun, sexy, and consensual." The trouble is, S/Mers are allowing themselves to
be defined by what we're not. We think, "Oh, so many people believe that we're
all murderers and rapists, we have to explain why we're not." So a slogan for
the gay civil rights movement should be Normal, Nonthreatening, and Not After
Your Children?

What's worse is, the growth of that slogan into the labeling device it's become.
Whenever someone is found to be unpopular or threatening, all it takes to get
them out of the scene is to start a whispering campaign about how unsafe,
insane, and nonconsensual they are.

Now, when the boys want that big old dyke and her bullwhip away from their
sash parades, all they have to say is, "She's endangering people; it's unsafe," or,
"She's not projecting a proper image for our community. That's insane." "The
people watching have not given their permission to be shown this kind of
behavior. That's nonconsensual."

And boom, they don't have to have no big old dyke with a whip leading their
parade. They have good old SSC to rely on, and no one argues with that.

The fact is, I'm tired of being told what's okay for me. I'm tired of all the safe
words. Sometimes I'm tired of safe words altogether. I don't want to negotiate
everything to death. I want to be surprised or surprise someone. I want to be
afraid, and I want to cause someone to piss in terror.

I want to have sweat and piss and cum and blood dripping, and not just because
it's warm and late and the sex is nice. There are times when I want to walk into
a room, grab that girl, slap her hard, and make her cry. I want to push her down
and fuck her mind over twice as hard as her body. Sometimes I want to be that
girl.

And the harder the SSC thing pushes at me, the harder I feel like pushing back.
Passion, that's what I'm into. Passion and blood and honor. So powerful that it
pounds through my veins and blinds me. So terrible I can't look away. Danger,
dementia, denial.

I want to hear that panic. I want to scream, "No, please." And struggle through
the haze of pain and pleasure and all the stuff that goes on between the moment
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that we touch eyes and the moment we both collapse and try to breathe and
wonder how to break the silence.

My fantasies have never been safe ones. Don't fuck with me unless you
understand that.

Having trouble publishing that. Gee, wonder why.

In answer to your questions: You become a writer by writing. You become a
published writer by sending your work to editors and publishers in the correct
format, typed or word processed the way that many books tell you to, and you
always include return postage.

You avoid getting enmeshed in unhealthy relationships with the, community by
remembering that ultimately you are a full person by yourself, and really, what
do you want from any group of people gathered together just because they have
an interest in similar sexual activities?

You get to play with me by being witty, passionate, interested in me, and able to
carry on a conversation. It helps if you're a woman. It also helps if you're open
to mixed-gender space. It helps if you're a hopeless romantic or at least a realist
and a very good fuck-buddy. It helps if you're a confident, ruthless, and
passionate top or surrendering, brave, and a noble bottom.

Now I'll open it up to questions from the floor.

Actually, before I do, I just want to - It's so cosmic. I can't believe there are so
many people in here.

I brought books with me because writing is a terrible business, and I'm poor. So
that's my commercial announcement. I have books; I'll sell them to you; I'll sign
them; I'll write whatever you like. "To Matt, loved it."

So now I'm open to questions from the floor. If there are any left. I've really told
you everything about me, huh? What?

AUDIENCE: You never told us why Seattle's so special.

MS. ANTONIOU: (Laughter) it's all because of you.

AUDIENCE: Details.

MS. ANTONIOU: Details. I'll give you details.

When I met Ice, she was wearing a Boy Scout uniform. I never saw a woman in
a Boy Scout uniform before, and she took me to a place - I have no fucking idea
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where - and there were these other people there, and they were dykes, but they
were daddies, and boys.

And I remember sitting on the floor, for once not under a chemical substance
that forced a different kind of reality on me, because I was just stoned on what I
was seeing.

What I was seeing was a very skinny dyke take an extraordinarily large black
dick up her cunt and Ice's fist up her ass, and what I was hearing was, "Fuck
me, Daddy. Oh, fuck me, please," and I was like, those were lesbians?

And I went home to New`York, in shock, and I sat down with my friends, and I
said, "Well, I met some interesting people in Seattle. They do things a little
differently there."

And the next time I came back to Seattle, I saw a cutting, and of course by then
I already had one - of course that was Ice, too - and I started to get cut some
more, and I went back to New`York, but now I was already a boy, and I went
back to New York, and I had a scalpel, and I held it up at our meeting, and I
said, "I was just in Seattle, and they do things different there."

Yeah. Yeah, between Lil's in Portland and Power Surges in Seattle, I single-
handedly became one of the weirdest people in New`York because no one knew
what I was doing. Wait a minute. I was a lesbian, but I was a boy, and I was
involved with this guy, what does that mean? And I was into S/M, but I liked
cutting people; what does that have to do with S/M? It was very interesting.

Now, of course, in New York it's all very trendy to be pansexual and wear your
black leather, and the dykes and the fags kind of sort of mingle together, though
they never touch, and it's very trendy to talk about things like blood play and
breath control.

God knows what else Seattle's going to come up with, but I was there first. You
might have called me an ambassador of good will, and every time I come here I
try to arrange to have something new and different done to me.

AUDIENCE: Ha.

MS. ANTONIOU: For the record, that evil cackle came from Karen, who's
doing my guided tour of depravity this time around.

Anything else? Anything about the books? Has anybody read any of my books?

AUDIENCE: First, I want you to know that The Marketplace created a lot of
changes in my household, and I wanted to know if you have any anthologies
coming out.
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MS. ANTONIOU: Well, right now there's one planned. There's a book now, that
I have a contract for called Tales of the Marketplace. It's half- written by me,
because it's a shared-world anthology.

I have been blessed with a number of fans who also happen to be very talented
writers. And so ripping an idea off from Marion Zimmer Bradley, I decided to
open up the Marketplace to other writers and pretty much sent out very, very
basic guidelines and opened up the entire world, the characters, the settings,
yadda-yadda, and people are now getting their outlines to me.

And what I'm going do is, I'm going to string all the stories together and have it
be a collection of stories that Marketplace people tell each other.

AUDIENCE: Ooo.

MS. ANTONIOU: And there are a couple of people in this room who I want
stories from, but I'm not going to pressure them by mentioning their names. I'll
just stare at them suggestively from time to time.

So, yeah, the Marketplace will continue for at least one more book, and yes,
that book will be the book that you find out the truth about Chris Parker.

AUDIENCE: Yay.

MS. ANTONIOU: Anything else?

AUDIENCE: There was something else you never quite finished. You talked
about, in your previous phase of S/M, how you were looking for the real, how
you only felt real at certain times, almost like Pinnochio.

But then you just jumped into the next phase where you are appreciative, and I
was wondering if you came into any realizations about consensuality when you
think about how far you're willing to go to make something that you felt was
real, and if in fact it was real, and if so, were you consenting to that or just
some shadow?

MS. ANTONIOU: Okay, that's good. If I ever rewrite this, I'll have to put in a
bridge.

The journey away from using scenes as a way to recognize reality to getting to
the point where I lived in reality and used scenes to become unreal really
happened within the context of a relationship.

After a lot of fits and starts with trying one way and trying another way, I
happened to meet a man who was very influential in my life, who respected me
and pushed me at the same time. And gave me the space to back off. Who
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wouldn't let me go away under the lash.

At the moment where I would start to, "Okay. I'm just going to go away now, and
you just keep doing what you're doing," he'd stop, and he would force me to talk
about it, and it remains to this day an extraordinarily difficult thing for me to
answer questions when I'm bottoming, even though I ask them all the time as a
top. What can I tell you?

Within that relationship, he kind of coaxes the real Laurie out, and when that
relationship formally ended, I never went backwards. I'm just - I had grown so
accustomed to facing the world every day as Laurie, that there were no more
closets.

And so I started talking to people honestly about what I liked and what I wanted
and what I was looking for, and I stopped playing the games of Guess What I'm
Into and Beat Me Until I Don't Have To Talk To You Anymore.

And that was also when I started being a better top. Because, as a top, when I
started out, I was just doing mechanical things, and after experiencing the joy
of being a responsible bottom and having to talk about these things and having
to reveal my secrets and having to admit that I enjoy it, I started finding other
bottoms who enjoyed it and told me so.

And that of course fed into my ego. Ego strong is a good thing, so I'm now I'm
the totally egotistic switch who just tells people what I want, and I get it.

AUDIENCE: I really enjoyed your thing on SSC. Could you tell me what your
thoughts are on how to use drugs and alcohol in play?

MS. ANTONIOU: Ooo.

AUDIENCE: And how that affects SSC.

MS. ANTONIOU: Well, as you might have guessed from some of the things I've
said and what I've read tonight, I am not clean and sober. I have been, but I am
not now, nor do I regret not being now.

On a personal level - and I'm not advocating this - On a personal level, I believe
that the use of controlled substances is an adult choice.

I also believe that it is an informed choice. I will play with someone who drinks
or does drugs, but I want to know what they're on, and that way I can decide
what I'm going to do, and when I am drinking or on something not so legal, I tell
the person I'm with and leave it up to them whether they choose to deal with
me.
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I make it clear at the onset of a relationship that I respect sobriety, and if a
partner wants to play with me and does not want me to drink or use I will not. If
they'd rather not hang out in a bar, I won't hang out in the bar with them or
insist that they should.

But at the same time, I insist on respect for my insobriety, should I say.
Sometimes I go to a space. It might be a bar, or it might be a friend's house
sitting on the floor with the pillows watching MTV and going wow.

Where it fits in in the whole Safe-Sane-Consensual thing, I heard a rumor that
someone tried to raise Safe, Sane, Consensual, and Sober as an additional
option, and I was so horrified I pissed myself in terror and decided I would
never go to one of their parties, and that's about the extent of the activism I'd
do. Like I said, I respect sobriety, and I respect my right to be unsober. Not
sober. Fucked up.

Yeah?

AUDIENCE: I wanted to say that I really appreciated what you said about
intensity. I found it, dare I say, sane, and I would think that I could add
something that I've often thought and had difficulty explaining, and it occurred
to me while you were talking, that I would think and feel that it is a coward
who, in seeking constant comfort is consistently uncomfortable, whereas it is
the wise who embrace agony and in so doing are able to find the most exquisite
ecstasy and savor it.

MS. ANTONIOU: Are you single? That is an interesting and dangerous thought
you have there. To surrender to agony, to refuse or reject comfort. One of the
things that I found was that comforting, to me, has to be very brief or else it
annoys me, cause I don't want pity for my agony. I want respect for it.

I want my top to look me in the eyes, as someone did recently, and say, "Good,
good," (patting motion) and then turn away and deal with what they have to
deal with.

Sometimes I want them to kick me in the ribs and say, "Come out and join us
when you're presentable, slut," and leave it to me to put myself together
because I'm a strong bottom.

That doesn't mean I don't comfort. God knows I'm a nice person - Well,
sometimes - and when someone needs it, I want to be able to be there for them,
but I think part of the wonder of some of the things that we do is that we are so
strong that a top can be cruel and walk away, that a bottom can be strong and
get up and put themselves together. That's romance, I mean, that is not the
hearts-and-flowers romance, that's romance, from the guts. I was going to use a
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Yiddish word, but then I remembered what side of the country I was on.

Yeah?

AUDIENCE: You mentioned that you publish under your own name in a
conservative administration as an unsafe act. Has there been danger to you?

MS. ANTONIOU: Only in that my books have all been seized at the border. Hey,
I'm in good company. I am proud to be seized at the border in Canada. It meant
that I got to smuggle in a caseload of them this summer, which was a
tremendous lot of fun. I drove up with a faggot buddy of mine, and we played
straight couple. I let him drive.

"Hi!"

"What's in the box?"

"Wedding presents."

It was real dorky. I had to put my leather jacket in the trunk, and he had to take
his earrings and nose ring off.

But in terms of physical danger, I haven't been in any. In terms of professional
danger, I can't even begin. No mainstream publisher will pick me up. Not one.
And the gay and lesbian publishers will pick me up as, a genre item, and the
ones that I've negotiated with have promised extremely low print runs and no
promotional budget to speak of.

I've been typecast, and so next year one of the things I'm doing is I'm going with
a small independent publisher, and they're going to publish a collection of my
own short stories, very roman a clef, very personal, very dangerous stories. And
that should be out in June, and I hope to be back West to help shop it around,
and maybe that will be a breakthrough for me.

But right now, most of my pain, most of the danger, is it makes it very hard for
me to earn a living. It means I have to spend an awful lot of time writing about
things I don't care about. And it means I don't have health insurance, and it
means that when I get back to New`York after this lovely trip, I have to actually
think of getting a McJob just to help make ends meet. And, you know? I'd rather
be mugged.

Yes?

AUDIENCE: What circulation do you get on a book like The Marketplace?

MS. ANTONIOU: The Marketplace so far has told about six thousand copies,
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which would make it a runaway gay and lesbian bestseller if it was ever listed
on a gay and lesbian bestseller list.

The Slave has sold over ten thousand copies, which the publisher put down to
the fact that it was called The Slave.

I don't know. Maybe I should just title all my books Slave-something. Like
Mercedes Lackey does, Winter Slave, Summer Slave, just kind of capitalize on
it.

AUDIENCE: The Second Slave.

MS. ANTONIOU: The Return of the Slave. Son of the Slave. The Slave Meets
the Aztec Mummy. Right, right.

AUDIENCE: Around the World With the Slave.

MS. ANTONIOU: It's all packaging.

The anthologies, particularly the Leather Women anthologies, sell much less,
because their primary marketing is in gay and lesbian stores, and everyone
knows that lesbians don't buy books. Go figure.

But my far best-selling book is the one I wrote as a gay novel. Far and away the
best-selling book I've ever written. Why I haven't done a sequel, I don't know.

AUDIENCE: You haven't been going to the gym enough.

MS. ANTONIOU: I know. I need to get more inspiration. Oh, there he goes
again. "Rippling thighs." "Massive manmeat."

AUDIENCE: "Turgid."

MS. ANTONIOU: "Tumescent."

AUDIENCE: How many names have you published under? (pause) That you can
tell us.

MS. ANTONIOU: About thirty. I write a lot of short stories for mainstream porn
magazines, and they insist on a new name for every story, because of course
none of these things are written by regular writers; they're all written by the
readers who send in their true life, you know.

So I do a massive amount of gay writing, tons and tons of it. On my hard drive
right now I have about half a dozen stories of vanilla gay love.

"Suddenly the boy next door grew up, and he was really handsome and tall and
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blond and strong and muscular, with slender hips and wide shoulders and a big
fat uncut dick, and amazingly, he was interested in me."

That was all the first paragraph; now the rest of the story is the sex. Sells like
crazy.

What can I tell you? It's not the gay porn I read. I read Drummer. Well, I read
Drummer when it was good.

AUDIENCE: I really did enjoy your SSC, because I come from the Midwest, and
the same thing's happening in leather communities there. It's really just a
shame, and I don't know how to turn it around. I finally came out here, found
people a little bit more open, but -

MS. ANTONIOU: I don't know how to turn it around either, except by being
open, outrageous, and challenging it when I see it.

I've missed a couple of parties because I refused to sign the so-called party
rules disclaimer thing at the door, because it requires that all entrants be safe,
sane, consensual, and sober and fun and happy and clean and thrifty, reverent,
right. Yeah, right. On my honor, I was somewhere we had to demonstrate how
we would play with fire before we be allowed to play with fire.

AUDIENCE: Try burning the asshole's hair off.

MS. ANTONIOU: You ought to see me later. I'll tell you what I did today.

Yeah, that happened in one of the New`York clubs. A couple of people came in,
and they did a fire demo with paddles, and it was so hot. I mean it was, well - I
mean, it was so arousing. And I couldn't take my eyes off them, and it was just
so beautiful and well done, and boy, did it add class to the place.

And then the management stopped, because they didn't even know what the
codes would be for someone having an open flame on a human body in a club.
You know, close the door.

And I used to go to parties where they had rules about no sexual touching,
regardless of condoms, gloves, dental dams, whatever.

I suppose. Why don't we all play clothed? I'll bring my massage balls and we can
rub them over each other's backs and listen to newage music - Excuse me - New
Age, and we can all be lovely and fun together and sit on pillows and share our
deepest, darkest secrets. Of course we'd have to get stoned first - Oops. That's a
no-no.

Now I don't go to them anymore, and I told them why. And whenever someone I
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know has parties that are open to allowing people to express themselves in
less-regimented ways, I make a habit of encouraging people to go, even if
they're not going to play that way. Even if they don't like to watch.

They don't have to watch. Go to the next room. Have a good time. Eat some
pate. Come back when they're finished. But just support the people who play
hard. Because, come on. We need a space, too.

The people I learned from were not safe, sane, and consensual. The people who
taught me first never even heard of Safe, Sane, and Consensual. The people
who taught me how to top and put a whip in my hand didn't say, "Remember,
ask permission." They said, "Find a bottom, and do these things. And the bottom
will let you know whether you're doing it right."

And the bottom didn't say, "Wrap." The bottom said, "Yes, yes." Or the bottom
said, "Please don't do that. I hate that, I hate that," and sometimes I listen. So,
what do you do? You be out.

Yup?

AUDIENCE: I was wondering if you had a chance in Portland to see or talk with
Renee Denfield, and whether you had any opinion on her book, The New
Victorianism, that talks a little bit about these issues.

MS. ANTONIOU: You know, I haven't gotten around to reading it yet, and it's
definitely on the list of books I want other people to buy me, because I can't
afford them.

I have read reviews of the book, though, and it sounds really interesting, much
more worthwhile than Defending Pornography was, and I think she has some
valid points, and I'd like to read more.

AUDIENCE: How do you feel about boxing?

MS. ANTONIOU: As long as it's not a gimmick, I find boxing an exhilarating
sport, and in fact, if anything shows the right of an adult human being to put
their body in danger and to endanger someone else, boxing. Come on.

We revere people who get into a ring and try to gave each other concussions.
Next to that, hitting them with a big deerskin flogger is nothing. It was one of
the reasons why I made one of the characters in my book a boxer, even though
he was an amateur boxer, just because I wanted to show that, you know, this
person could do real damage. This person could hit you in the nose and make
you fall down and pass out, and that's a scary top. I'd play with him.

AUDIENCE: What effect has the Internet had on publishing?
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AUDIENCE: It's sort of like we're supposed to be hip to all this, but are we? I
mean, is it really that important?

MS. ANTONIOU: I'm very hip, I'm very hip. I am on the net.

AUDIENCE: What's your address?

MS. ANTONIOU: lantoniou@aol.com. Ooo. I said the AOL word.

AUDIENCE: The great Satan.

MS. ANTONIOU: Right. Could it be - Satan?

I'm on AOL; I'm a charter member, actually. McGraw-Hill got me an account
way, way back when I wore suits to work, and I've kept it mostly because it's so
easy.

But I do have a real Internet account, as well, and that one's secret. I keep the
AOL account because it's so easy to transfer files. I have a Mac. People send me
their manuscripts as attached files, and I just edit them and dump them right
into my manuscript. It's so great.

But ultimately, what the Net has done for me, other than waste hours and hours
of time, is that it has kept me in contact with so many people.

I mean, I am an awful correspondent. I know, I promised I'd answer my fan mail
on Leather Women Two, and sometimes people have actually been writing to
me, and I am so bad. I put them all in my In box, and they vanish. They just kind
of migrate to the bottom, and they sit there, and every couple of months it's
like, Oh, no! And I write these terrible apologetic letters back.

But the Net, someone finds my email address and they say, "Loved your books.
What's the deal with Chris Parker, anyway?" I answer them right away, and I
say, "Thanks a lot. I'm not telling you."

I also get really interesting long things through my email accounts. People
apparently do find it easier to send mail that way, and we are getting free from
paper in a lot of ways, and I can understand that you're sitting at the keyboard;
you write; you don't have to look for paper; you don't have to get an envelope;
you don't have to get a stamp; you don't have to write anything down.

AUDIENCE: And you can wear anything you want.

MS. ANTONIOU: And you can sit there in your Snoopy boxer shorts and a tank
top and yadda-yadda.
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But one of the things that I did under a pseudonym last year - this is a secret -
was that I wrote a book about how to find sex on the Net, and I subscribed to
over 120 sexually-oriented newsgroups, and I read them all, every day.

AUDIENCE: Oh, my God.

MS. ANTONIOU: I am so amazed at the amount of time people spend talking
about this stuff. Thinking about it, writing instead of doing it, probably. But oh,
my God, I almost got turned off of sex.

On the other hand, I was jerking off compulsively every day. "Oh, my God, that
sounds hot."

Lots of misinformation out there on the net, but of course, anyone can get net
access, and the number of people who purport to be experts handing out advice
is so sad.

Boy, have I gotten bad advice from the Net. There was a guy on alt.sex.oral who
absolutely swore that heterosexuals never get AIDS. And I don't believe I'm
hearing this. What year is it?

So I try not to get emotionally involved in the Net. It's sort of the same
relationship that I have with the leather community. It's very nice. I am on the
fringe. I'm never quite in, and I'm never quite out. I have access to it, but I don't
take advantage of all of its benefits, and therefore I don't feel personally
betrayed when it turns out to be a big mess.

I occasionally post at alt.sex.bondage or alt.sex.femdom, because I have a lot of
friends I communicate with through those newsgroups, and I will actually have
a Web page soon. I don't know where.

We're trying to find a nice place to park it, because I can't afford high monthly
fees, but I'm going to have nice Web space with pictures of my books, and
excerpts from reviews and probably excerpts from upcoming work, too, because
I'm just such a showoff.

Yes?

AUDIENCE: Do you ever pop up on the femdom IRC panel?

MS. ANTONIOU: IRC. I just don't get it. I tried, of course I did, for the sake of
the book, but I have zero tolerance for it. Absolutely zero. I look at it, and it's
like, shut the fuck up. Go watch TV. Go get laid.

Occasionally when I actually do IRC, to meet someone out there, I go to Channel
Poweraction. BDSM is a morass. It's like stepping in glue.
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AUDIENCE: Yeah.

MS. ANTONIOU: You know.

AUDIENCE: And femdom is like a spider web.

MS. ANTONIOU: But alt.sex.femdom is sometimes a fun group. I read a lovely
piece by a guy in there who was writing about alternate paradigms for male
submission, the poet and his lady, and all these really nice interesting ways that
went away from the usual on your knees, worm, pondscum type of stuff, and I
immediately wrote to him, and I praised him highly for it, because I try to do
that, as you know. "Write more." And I encourage you all, write more. We need
more writers.

Yup?

AUDIENCE: Is censorship an issue on the Net, for you? Or in any of the things
that you're working with?

MS. ANTONIOU: Not really. A lot of people complain that America Online's an
extremely restrictive area. I've not found it to be so.

I'm very active in the Leather Lesbian area on America Online, and I have
networked extensively using their library of gay and lesbian and trans
organizations. In fact, Chris Parker could not exist without the extraordinarily
long conversations I've had online with people who helped create the character,
and if that isn't a giant fucking massive clue, I don't know what would be.

And general Internet access, I think it is a boon for someone who is anti-
censorship, as I am, because it really does allow for such free exchange of
information.

Of course, you could be there all day exchanging information, and why I wanted
to read about the Church of Scientology, I don't know, but now I have eighty
pages of documents all about them. Yes, I do.

And the Unibomber's madness, why? I was insane that day. I wanted to read
about something other than sex.

Yes?

AUDIENCE: I'm curious about - Taking off on this topic of the Internet and
cyberspace. CD-ROMs and interactive technology, what do you see - Are you
getting involved in any kind of porn in that kind of sphere?

MS. ANTONIOU: I don't even have a CD-ROM player, so I've never actually
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seen any of these wondrous things. Of course, I've heard about them rather
extensively. I should go to your house and see them.

Okay. I don't know about what I could do with them, because I'm not sure what
their capabilities are. The other night when I was reading at Love Season, one
of the women there suggested that I make audio tapes, and that was an
interesting idea, because I love to read, and I particularly love to read my
stories. But I have no idea who would market such a thing.

AUDIENCE: Truck stops.

MS. ANTONIOU: "She mounted his throbbing tool - took it in her warm moist
delta." Truck Stop Slave.

One of my favorites of old queer porn novels is something like Trucker Boys In
Bondage or something like that. It was the most awful thing. Big, hairy, smelly
truckers picking up these young, smooth, blond, uncut hitchhikers, and totally
brutalizing them and then fighting each other on the side of the road to pick up
the kid and like throw him in the coffin of the truck and take him to the next
thing. Get out and fuck him, and then fight another trucker for him, and it was
like, wow. Boxing, sex.

AUDIENCE: Is that still in print?

MS. ANTONIOU: I don't know, but if you ever find it. Ditto Greek Slave Boy,
the children's book? If anyone sees it, I definitely want a copy of it. Boy, do I
remember scenes from that book.

AUDIENCE: The '70s version of Convoy.

MS. ANTONIOU: Sort of, I guess, without CBs.

AUDIENCE: Speaking of books on tape, the Anne Rice Beauty series is
available on tape, read by Elizabeth Montgomery.

MS. ANTONIOU: So ironic. Anything else? All questioned out? I am so glad you
all came out tonight. I'm so glad we had good weather for this. I am eternally
grateful to the Society for Human Sexuality for inviting me.

SHS: You're welcome. Thank you for coming.

MS. ANTONIOU: I have had such a wonderful time here this week, and now
I'm going down to Portland, where I am going to be at the Rose City Discussion
Club tomorrow night, and It's My Pleasure on Friday, and I'll be back here on
Saturday to watch Karen heave her tiara into the crowd, and then Monday
morning I take off for San Francisco, and I hope to be back to the Seattle-
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Portland area next summer.

And of course I'll probably be relying on the locals to spread the news again.
And I really can't thank you enough for coming out and listening to my
rambling.

And like I said, feel free to come up and buy books, and I'll sign them. I'll write
whatever you like. And if you need to know anything privately, this is the time to
whisper. Thank you.

This document is in the following section of this site: Main Documents

If you're new to this site, we recommend you visit its home page for a better
sense of all it has to offer.
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How to Do the Right Kinky Thing
Ethical Principles for BDSM

Leather Leadership Conference, Philadelphia, April 11-13, 2014
by david stein, slave to Sir Brian F.

The ethical principles offered here are neither esoteric nor theoretical. They’re based in our common 
experiences of BDSM play and of human relationships, both kinky and more ordinary ones. Many will 
seem familiar, even obvious, but they can still be challenging to live by or to apply consistently. In a 
recent workshop I led on this material, a participant suggested that what it all boils down to is, “Don’t 
be a jerk.” Since the opposite of a jerk is someone who’s as sensitive to the needs and desires of others 
as to his own, that seems like a pretty good starting point for trying to live ethically. Consider the fol
lowing, then, as a guide to not being a jerk when it comes to BDSM. 

The first three entries are meta principles, meaning that they set the terms of the discussion, and 
the fourth is a master principle that underlies the rest. Kinky folk tend to bristle at being told what to do 
by anyone whose authority they haven’t explicitly accepted. No such authority is being claimed here. 
I’m not asking you to take anything on faith. If you want to do the right thing in the kinky parts of 
your life, and if the meta principles and master principle make sense to you, then you should find the 
more concrete principles that follow them here to be helpful guides. More could be added — this isn’t a 
complete list, but it’s a start.

Meta principle #1: Living ethically is a continual challenge. You can’t become ethical once 
and for all — you’ll always face new situations with new choices, including some hard ones you might 
not be ready for. Our human need to make choices and judgments in order to live is in continual ten
sion with our limitations as merely human beings. Each of us has a unique but limited perspective, 
which tends to color our judgments, and none of us can know all the consequences of our choices in 
advance. Even the most wellconsidered decision can turn out wrong, but you still have to pick one 
option rather than another, and choosing thoughtlessly isn’t likely to produce better results — nor is 
refusing to choose, which is the same as choosing the path of least resistance. 

Morality and ethics overlap a great deal, and the terms are often used as synonyms. But it can be 
helpful to think of morality (from Latin mores, or customs) as about obeying tribal, social, or religious 
rules, and of ethics (from Greek ethos, or character) as about making the right choices — including 
deciding which rules, if any, to follow. On this view, ethics necessarily embraces both intentions and 
results: behaving ethically means doing your best to obtain a good result for everyone with a stake in 
your actions. Yes, wellintentioned folks may disagree about what would be a good result in a given 
situation, and sometimes all the options are more or less bad. Those facts of life are also consequences 
of our being human and imperfect. They don’t change the principle that doing the right thing means 
aiming at a good result for all concerned — and being willing to change course as you learn more about 
the situation.  

Meta principle #2: Forget about SSC and RACK. Neither “safe sane consensual” (SSC) nor 
“riskaware consensual kink” (RACK) is an ethical principle; they’re wellintentioned slogans that can 
at best remind us of some issues we need to think about in order to make good choices in BDSM. At 
worst, they promote complacency without providing any useful guidance. Nothing is absolutely safe 

— you’re playing the odds even crossing the street — and simply being aware of risks doesn’t help you 
decide if they’re worth taking. “Sane” is also a relative term, and while it’s vital to be in touch with real
ity and free of delusions, judgments of sanity are too often used as a tool to enforce conformity. Con
sensuality, as we’ll see just below, is no solution to ethical dilemmas: instead, it raises a host of issues in 
BDSM, where so much depends on trust rather than explicit consent. We need to move beyond these 
slogans.

Meta principle #3: Consent alone is not enough. Many folks, in despair of ever reaching agree
ment about what’s good and bad or right and wrong, have suggested that all we really need is mutual 
consent. Their view is that absolutely anything adults agree to do with or to each other is okay and 
nobody’s business but their own. But consent is a surprisingly tricky criterion: How explicit does it 
have to be? Must it be renewed each moment, or can you consent in advance to give up your right to 



withdraw consent (“consensual nonconsent”)? Are some people unable to give consent, like children 
or the mentally infirm? Who decides, and on what basis? Sometimes people give blanket consent to 
those they trust to make decisions for them, and sometimes that trust is betrayed. Does that mean such 
trust is never warranted? Or that “anything goes” once your victims have signed away their rights? Peo
ple sometimes consent to behavior that harms themselves or others, or that leads to results they regret 
for a long time. Is it really okay to harm people who say they want to be harmed? Enabling someone’s 
selfdestructive impulses isn’t exactly aiming at a good result! 

Master principle: First, do no harm to oneself or others. People engage in BDSM because 
it gives them pleas ure or makes them happy, so why elevate avoiding harm to the status of a master 
ethical principle, especially given that SM often involves hurting someone? Because hurt and harm are 
different: hurt is temporary, but harm is lasting — whether it’s physical, like loss of a limb or func
tion; psychological, like PTSD or reduced selfesteem; or spiritual, such as despair. What makes avoid
ing harm suitable as the master principle for BDSM (though not of all ethics) is precisely that it doesn’t 
prescribe what people should find pleasurable or conducive to their happiness. Whatever your turnons 
and sources of satisfaction — and everyone’s are different — harm is lasting damage that diminishes 
your ability to enjoy life or pursue happiness. In other words, the principle of avoiding harm helps us 
decide how far is too far to go with a clean conscience in BDSM play or relationships.

Does this mean that things like degradation, objectification, or dehumanization have no place in 
ethi cal BDSM? Not necessarily: making someone physically, mentally, or spiritually less than before 
can be okay — and may even, paradoxically, empower the “victim” — when it’s a temporary, revers
ible effect. What’s wrong is to diminish someone permanently. So there’s ample room for ethical puppy 
play or for scenes where a person is used as a seat, table, or toy, but fantasies of permanently converting 
a human into an animal or an object ought to remain fantasies only, not plans for action. 

The following principles of ethical BDSM behavior all aim at avoiding or reducing harm 
in various ways.

Be truthful and transparent. Dishonesty undermines both trust and consent, so don’t tell lies or be 
complicit in lies by others, withhold no necessary information, and never promise what you can’t deliver. 
Aside from explicit roleplaying and fantasy scenarios, don’t pretend to be something or someone you’re 
not. Eventually you’ll be found out, and your partner’s disappointment could be the least of the prob
lems that result. Also, we humans have an immense capacity for selfdeception, so be honest with your-
self: don’t believe your own hype or rationalizations.

Avoid unintentional pain. The whole point of SM is for the pain or suffering to be intentional and 
meaningful, resulting from deliberate choices that connect the one hurting with the one who hurts, 
instead of random or mindless as in ordinary life. Causing someone pain without meaning to sug
gests carelessness or indifference, while assuming that suffering is your particular lot in life supports 
an unhealthy “victim” mentality. Ethical sadism and mastery start with control of the sadist or dom
inant’s own behavior so that it doesn’t lead to unintended suffering. But bottoms, submissives, and 
slaves need selfcontrol, too, because they can inflict unintended emotional pain on their BDSM part
ners by acting — or speaking! — without forethought.  

Don’t mess with anyone’s livelihood or family. Unless folks explicitly invite you into these 
parts of their lives, assume they’re off limits. As a top or dominant, you should do nothing that might 
threaten a BDSM partner’s job or family relations — like shaving the head or eyebrows, permanent 
piercings or tattoos, keeping someone out of work or away from family, or posting explicit photos 
online — unless you know in advance that it’s okay. By the same token, a bottom, sub, or slave should 
never encroach on a top or dominant’s private space, like calling a phone number you’re not autho
rized to use or interacting with work colleagues or family members without being introduced.

Respect your partners’ limits. Everyone has limits: these are either things you can’t do because 
of physical or mental limitations, or that you won’t do because you prefer not to or believe it would be 
wrong. With patient effort, both kinds of limits can be extended, but the safer and more ethical course 
may be to accept them as they are. For most kinksters, it’s fairly straightforward to discern their own 
limits and preferences, to make these clear to potential partners, and to respect whatever limits those 
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partners may have. However, what some bottoms, subs, or slaves want is pre cisely to let someone else 
determine their limits, and some tops and dominants enjoy taking on that additional responsibility. 
This doesn’t mean those limits no longer exist or can be ignored, only that all of the responsibility for 
avoiding harm has consensually shifted onto one partner rather than being shared by both.

People often speak confusingly of a “no limits” scene or relationship when what is meant is con
sensual nonconsent: that the bottom/sub/slave gives the person in charge permission in advance to 
ignore protests and do whatever she or he wants. That’s a huge risk, but it may be a reasonable one if 
those involved know each other well and have a strong basis of trust. In rare cases people say they have 

“no limits” because they don’t care if they’re harmed — or even want to be harmed. An ethical top or 
dominant will decline to play with such people and refer them for trained psychological therapy.

Take responsibility for your own risks. Don’t leave all risk management up to the folks you play 
with. All those participating in a BDSM scene or relationship not only need to inform themselves about 
the risks in whatever they’re going to do but should also do their part to reduce or eliminate any that 
are unnecessary. Taking needless risks may excite you, but in the end the cost could be more than you 

— and those who care about you — are prepared to pay.

Right is better than “right now.” Don’t push anyone into scenes or relationships they’re not 
ready for — nor let anyone pressure you when you’re not ready. Even with good intentions, rushing 
things may end in an injury, a scandal, or at least resentment. Don’t be afraid to respond to an invita
tion to play with “Thank you, no” or “Not now.” As you gain experience, learn to listen to your gut the 
right way — not to the part that screams, “I want this!” but to the one that whispers, “No, there’s some
thing wrong here” or “Yes, this is right for me.”  

Honorably finish what you start. If you can’t continue a scene, don’t just walk away. Provide clo
sure for your partner(s) and yourself by explaining why you have to stop and whether you’re willing to 
try again at a later time. The same goes for ending relationships: just because sex may be involved, or 
practices that mainstream society frowns upon, is no reason to enter or exit a BDSM relationship frivo
lously or without careful thought and attention to the needs and feelings of everyone concerned.

Starting and ending D/s or M/s relationships raise special issues. For instance, don’t begin train ing 
a sub, slave, dogboy, ponygirl, or whatever with out realistic, transparent goals. “Training” that contin
ues indefinitely at the whim of the trainer tends to be exploitative. On the other side, don’t submit to 
a training regimen or commit to provide obedient service without doing your best to fulfill your part 
of the bargain. Typically, while the subordinate party may request to be released from service, it is up 
to the dominant whether to grant the request. But there’d better be a good reason for refusing, such 
as a sincere determination to resolve whatever problems led to the request — a dominant who per
sists in refusing to release a sub or slave who wants out can get into big trouble! While there may be 
no legal consequences for a sub, boy, or slave who quits without being released, unless there’s been 
abuse by the dominant, quitting is considered dishonorable and may damage your reputation in the 
community.

D/s and M/s “contracts” are not legally enforceable, but other agreements between the parties may 
be, such as those pertaining to ownership of a business or dwelling. Nonetheless, people do change 
over time, so some agreements include provisions for honorable release if either party comes to find the 
terms intolerable. In contrast, an “Owner/property” (O/p) relationship typically has the explicit premise 
that, once committed, the property will not be allowed to leave. While that’s illegal almost everywhere, 
it may be ethical if that’s how the “property” wants to live and they’re clearly none the worse for it. As 
with other ethical hard calls in BDSM, to judge an O/p relationship fairly — assuming it’s any of your 
business in the first place — you have to examine both intentions and results.  

Don’t use BDSM as a mask for therapy. A play or training session can bring up deep issues and 
may have a therapeutic effect, but unless you discuss this possibility with your partners ahead of time, 
and they’re okay with it, keep your personal shit out of the dungeon. Don’t trick or trap someone 
into serving as your therapist — and that goes equally whether the person is going to be top or bot
tom, dominant or submissive. While we all have a right to seek whatever healing we need, whether 
through BDSM or otherwise, none of us wants to feel, afterward, that we were just being used to work 
out someone else’s issues. And if you know that you have specific psychic trigger points, help your part
ners avoid them. 
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Aim to end a scene or relationship with “no regrets.” Ideally, a play session should be so 
satisfying, even when some pain lingers for a while, that everyone involved will want to do it again 
sometime. But even if you never want to repeat a particular experience, it should still feel good to have 
done it — because you learned something, pleased your partner, proved your mettle, or another posi
tive result. That’s part of what “aftercare” is about (and it’s not just for bottoms): helping each person 
put the experience into context so there are no lingering fears or regrets. And that “no regrets” feeling 
should persist over time; if it doesn’t, something may have gone wrong that wasn’t clear earlier. When
ever possible, BDSM relationships should also end without regrets, which is often harder to achieve than 
for play sessions but is even more important for the expartners’ longterm emotional health.

Respect everyone you engage with. Even when we’re puppies or ponies, masters or goddess
es, slaves or toys, we’re still people. No one is invulnerable, unfeeling, or unworthy of at least initial 
respect. Not everyone is turned on, or off, by the same things or to the same degree, and that’s okay. Not 
everyone does things the same, and that’s okay, too. There’s more than one way to swing a cat, to pro
cess pain, to wrap a mummy, to train a slave, to serve a mistress, to scare an adrenaline junkie out of his 
skin, or to bring the biggest smile ever to a hardworking top’s face. Be very grateful if you can master 
one of these ways, and don’t put down someone who takes a different route to the same goal.

Never take your partners for granted. Depend on them, lean on them as needed and ap prop ri
ate, but never forget that their presence in your life is a grace, not an entitlement, nor even a quid pro 
quo. This is true whether you identify as a top, bottom, or switch, a master or slave, a dom or sub, a pet 
or trainer, or anything else. Having a partner you can count on — whether for a scene, a lifetime, or any 
period in between — is an incalculable gift. Don’t devalue it by taking him or her for granted.

Aim at excellence. Doing the right thing means doing the best you can in whatever situation you 
find yourself. If you don’t have an idea of what would be the best outcome, how can you choose among 
your different options? Whatever your role, whichever techniques are used, learn all you can and aim 
to perform at the highest level you’re capable of reaching. Even when you’re just having fun, you’ll 
have more fun, and more satisfaction when you finish, if you play your heart out than if you merely 
go through the motions — and so will your partners. Slapdash technique or halfhearted commitment 
decrease the chances of a deep connection between you. Superficial BDSM, like superficial sex, isn’t 
wrong, but it might not be worth the effort. Good play can be casual or spon tan eous, but only with a 
solid foundation of skill, empathy, and desire. If you don’t do the prep work, you can’t reap the high
est rewards. Lots of practice won’t make you perfect, because no one is, but it will help you become the 
best you can be, and you’ll have a great time along the way.

Treat others at least as well as yourself. The Golden Rule — “Treat others as you would like 
to be treated” — is a great ethical principle, but for use in BDSM, where we typically desire a distinct 
inequality of power or status, it needs a qualification: “Treat others as you would like to be treated if you 
were them.” So if you’re flogging a pain pig, the right thing to do is not to hold back but to provide the 
most challenging session you’re both up for. If you’re a slave, the right way to treat your master is not 

“like yourself” but how you’d want a slave to treat you if you carried the same weight of responsibility. 
And similarly for other roles and relations. 

Another fine principle, “Love your neighbor as your self,” also needs modi fy ing. It’s a bad maxim if 
you don’t love yourself! Plenty of harddriving, Type A personalities — on both sides of the slash marks 

— treat others badly because they so often shortchange themselves for all kinds of reasons. Aim at a 
higher standard and treat others the way you’d treat yourself . . . if you had time for it . . . if you weren’t 
feeling guilty . . . if you didn’t have all these deadlines . . . if you didn’t have higher priorities . . . if you 
weren’t ashamed of your kinky desires . . . or whatever excuses you use. You and your BDSM partners 
will both be the better for it!

The earliest version of these principles was presented in a workshop at the 2005 Leather Leadership Conference 
in Phoenix, AZ. That version was extensively revised in 2013 for workshops at the Northwest Leather Celebra-
tion in San Jose, CA, and the Master/slave Conference near Washington, DC. This handout was again revised 
to clarify the language and sharpen the logic. You may reprint these pages or post them online without charge or 
permission, but please include my byline. Anyone, however, may adapt and build on this starting point. Feed-
back is welcome — please email me at davidsteinnyc@gmail.com. April 12, 2014
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The SSC Mistake
by Joseph W. Bean

There are reasons to applaud the broad acceptance of the credo “Safe Sane Consensual” by SM 
folks. I’ve sought out those reasons and pointed them out to others, perhaps as much to help myself 
settle into the use of the SSC terminology as anything. But, no matter how long the phrase hangs 
around—and it’s looking pretty permanent right now—I have problems with it.

I’m in no mood to turn the clock back, but I won’t mind if a few gung-ho SSC fans stop, look 
and listen up. What was getting hard to maintain with the leather population boom of the late 70s 
and early 80s was the excitement. Some of us treasured the sheer heart-pounding thrill of taking 
what we wanted from a bottom who was able to take what we were dishing out. Some thrilled to 
dark, but delicious, over-the-top ecstasy of being taken by a man who knew how to use us.

Too-loud cheering from the SSC fanatics could finally stamp out or drown the last surviving 
molecules of these ecstatic excitements that survive in SM today.

Don’t get me wrong. I’m not advocating an era of unsafe, insane or non-consensual SM. Been 
there. Done that. Used my return ticket for the first flight out. The problem isn’t safety, sanity or 
consent. We have all we need of those, and they don’t hurt anything, when they are achieved 
through reasonable and sufficiently erotic means. But back then—when the credo was new and 
before—you’d have had to go out of your way ever to find SM that wasn’t actually SSC even if a 
lot of it would be halted on the spot by 90s Dungeon Masters blinding by the holy light of SSC.

No, the problem isn’t safety, sanity or consent. The problem comes in mistaking a description 
for a prescription. Before anyone said the phrase Safe Sane Consensual SM—decades, even 
centuries before—bottoms were safe enough to survive and beg for more, couples were sane 
enough to recognize a good thing and protect their possibilities for continuing to do it, and consent 
was clearly and obviously known to be essential. That’s why the SM of earlier times was eventually
described in the late 1980s as “Safe Sane Consensual.” No problem.

It becomes a problem with contemporary efforts to sell that description as a requirement, apply 
it as a prescription, and to judge one another on the basis of various understandings of what that 
prescriptive phrase looks or feels like in action. Granted, some of the institutions are gone that were 
once relied upon to make SM safe, to provide community-wide feedback on the sanity of the 
members and to double check that consent was being respected. Still, taking a phrase that described 
the SM world as it once operated and repeating that phrase endlessly will not make SM SSC. 
Embroidering the phrase on patches, even painting it on 30-foot-wide banners will not save a single 
scene from becoming unsafe, stop an insane man from doing SM or monitor the necessities of 
consent.

The discussion I think we should be having—and I assume this is a conversation that must at 
least be dominated by people much younger than myself—would start something like this: “Once 
upon a time, SM was safe, sane and consensual because there were tight, inter-linked chains made 
up of groups of SM folks who networked with each other very actively, who valued and defended 
their reputations and who reported with care and honesty about the reputations of others. These 
people turned away from anyone among themselves whose reputation was ruined, especially if the 
“crime” were exceeding consent. In that time and in those circles, honor was more important that 
demonstrations of skill, skill was more valued than a full-to-bursting little black book, and more 
time and energy were spent grooming reputation, friendship, fraternity, respect and network 
acquaintance than on decorating oneself for cruising or public scenes.

“Now, since that time, we have become a tribe too large and too diverse, perhaps also too 
self-absorbed to rely on networking for our safety; too scattered and too fast-moving to depend on 



reports of reputation to confirm the sanity of our members or their actions; and too promiscuous to 
count on knowing everyone we touch (even a third or fourth networked hand) to count on a Top’s 
respect for limits or consent.

“So, what are we going to do to live our SM lives such that Safe Sane Consensual still describes
what we do without having the effort turn to bickering? More important, how will we do this 
without destroying the excitement brought to SM scenes and lives by the “darker side” of human 
nature where fear and doubt reside and from which consent must be seduced?

“If we are content to do SM scenes that are SSC by prescription, we doom ourselves to imitative
play and to never know what those older SMers were so all-fired excited about. We reduce our 
SM-sexuality to side-show pleasures and risk never knowing what all the older folks were talking 
about when they spoke of “going away” in a scene. We risk never seeing why they called SM 
“work” not play or understanding why they’re so sure SM is a life and a spirit not a lifestyle or a 
fun way to pass time.”

Yeah, I think the discussion could very well begin like that. In fact, I’ve heard it try to start like 
that in small ways, here and there, all over the world. But it turns to arguments over what is Old 
Guard and whether anything Old Guard is worthy of imitation or salvation. I don’t let myself get 
drawn into that fuss. But, if that conversation could go somewhere, I imagine it would go forward to
discover and establish Big World ways of doing what leathermen in a simpler time did with 
networking, treasuring reputation and placing honor before orgasm in their table of values.

Probably, during this working-out time, there should be a moratorium on all direct discussion of 
SSC and its meaning. After all, we know what those words mean and we know that they do not 
compose an imponderable, sacred text. The energy saved by stopping all the current arguments 
about SSC could be sufficient to put human colonies on all known planets in the next ten years, but 
I’d rather see it spent on replacing the lost institutions of leatherdom new forms to serve the same 
purposes, but forms more acceptable to the me-first, what-do-you-know?, respect-who? tenor of 
these over-populated and, in my opinion, under-cohesive times.

It is only fair for me to disclose here that, because I am still alive in the 90s and still want to do 
SM after about 35 years in the scene, I am bending to the times somewhat. When a boy asks if I 
play SSC, I tell him that Rule One of SM is, for me, “The bottom should always end up recyclable.”
To that extent, I promise his safety. I’ll listen to his special concerns, if any. Proof enough of my 
sanity. On consent, I guess I’m not so very modern. I promise, as most tops were doing 35 years 
ago, that even if the boy doesn’t always say yes or even get the opportunity to do so, he’ll go away 
after the scene glad that I took yes for an answer when he couldn’t have thought to say it. Consent, 
you see, in my feudal world-view, is comprehensive. If you’re in my space, your presence IS 
consent. In practice, of course, playing with a boy who isn’t glad to be there gets old very fast, so I 
follow another rule: If I can’t seduce consent, I send the boy away.

That works for me, but it is not my prescription for what ails the SM world of the 90s. It’s just 
my interim mode, to be continued until the discussion above takes place and bears fruit. Meantime, 
I can and do gladly accept Safe, Sane, Consensual as a description of what we do… a description, 
not a hurdle or a prescription or a sacred text.
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During a discussion of SSC (Safe, Sane, and Consensual) on the TES-Friends list, I proposed 
RACK (Risk-Aware, Consensual Kink) as an alternative. Here's my motivation:

Nothing's perfectly safe. Crossing the street isn't perfectly safe. Remember that it's technically 
called "safer sex," not "safe sex." If we want to limit BDSM to what's safe, we can't do anything 
more extreme than flogging somebody with a wet noodle. Mountain climbers don't call their sport 
safe, for the simple reason that it isn't; risk is an essential part of the thrill. They handle it by 
identifying and minimizing the risk through study, training, technique, and practice. I believe this 
approach will work better for us leatherfolk than claiming that what we do is safe. We want to foster
the notion that we develop expertise, that to do what we do properly takes skill developed through a
similar process of education, training and practice.

Negotiation cannot be valid without foreknowledge of the possible risks involved in the activity 
being negotiated. "Risk-aware" means that both parties to a negotiation have studied the proposed 
activities, are informed about the risks involved, and agree how they intend to handle them. Hence 
"risk-aware" instead of "safe."

The "sane" part of SSC is very subjective. Who's making the call? Person A might think fisting 
is insane; persons B and C might enjoy it very much. "Sane" always reminds me of Pat Paulsen's 
campaign slogan from the old Smothers Brothers show: "Vote for Paulsen; he's not insane!" If you 
go around constantly reassuring folks that you're not crazy, they'll start to wonder.

I've heard "sane" interpreted as "able to distinguish fantasy from reality" and "not intoxicated," 
which are both perfectly valid, though the latter is similar to the above--you don't go around 
constantly reassuring folks that you're not drunk, either.

"Consensual" is the crux, implying negotiation, which implies being able to distinguish fantasy 
from reality, as well as dealing responsibly with risk factors. If you don't know the risk factors, or 
you don't know what will happen in reality, then you don't know what you're consenting to. 
Meaningful negotiation must always take place on the common ground of consensus reality.

The "kink" part went in to make a snappy acronym and because SSC doesn't tell you what you 
should be SSC about. Safe, Sane and Consensual trout fishing?

Alluding to the rack, an archetypal torture instrument, has been criticized, but to me it signifies 
our transformation of atrocity into ecstasy, and admits that though we may enjoy some dark 
fantasies, we realize them harmlessly.

RACK is admittedly more confrontational than SSC. It's defiant, the same way the GLBT 
community uses "queer." RACK allows us the freedom to have non-PC (politically correct) 
fantasies. Don't a lot of us enjoy non-consensual fantasies, either from the topside or the bottom 
side? We enjoy them in our literature; we may very well enjoy them while we play. But we act them
out responsibly and consensually.

Permission is granted to reproduce and distribute this essay, as long as it's reproduced in its entirety 
and is attributed to:
Gary Switch
Contributing Editor
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I met up with him at an inopportune moment, when he was staring morosely at the refreshments
table. The table looked pretty good to me. Martin, who is president of our little suburban leather
club, works as a caterer, and he always makes sure we have a good spread. Tonight it was fairly
standard stuff: cut vegetables with dill dip, watermelon pieces, and various desserts that the rest of
us had brought. Master Trent pointed one long, wrinkled finger at the vegetables. "What," he
asked, "is that?"

I paused before answering. I always pause before answering Trent. While the usual position of my
hanky won't allow me to fall onto my knees and do hero-worship, I've been tempted at times. I
know I'm not the only one in our club who feels that way.

Whoever came up with the clichés about the Old Guard must have met Trent. He's tall, ruggedly
handsome, muscular, tattooed, and has a belt so heavy and thick that it could have served as a
railroad track. Tom of Finland used him as his model, I'd swear.

Trent doesn't wear leather, though. He says he stopped wearing it back in the seventies, when it
started becoming fashionable among vanilla gays. Being fashionable is exactly what a true
leatherman ain't, he says. He has a lot more to say on that subject, and his tedious e-mails on the
topic were the main reason I'd managed to keep from flinging myself at the feet of suburbia's Mr.
Benson.

Gary was the other reason. I glanced over at the second man, who had a padlocked chain around
his neck and was about a decade younger than Trent, which made him three decades older than
me. Gary was carefully examining the toothpicks holding sushi. Daydreaming of the uses Trent
could put them to, I suppose.

"I think," I said carefully to Trent, "that those are baby carrots."

"Baby carrots," said Trent, running his eye distastefully over the zucchini and broccoli and
cauliflower and the radishes cut into delicate shapes by Martin's skilled hand. "And what is that?"

Gary had made his choice, and it appeared that Trent wasn't pleased with it. I said judiciously, "I
think it's a Ho Ho. But it's the low-fat version, judging from the box."

From Trent's glower, I gathered I'd given the wrong answer. "And that?" He shot his finger
toward a bowl at the very end of the wooden table.

"Uh . . . " Suddenly I saw where this was headed and felt uncomfortable. "That's my contribution,
actually. Lime Jell-O with miniature marshmallows."

He could have burned a hole in the carpet with his look.

"Oh, come on, Trent," I protested. "What were you expecting, a deer roasting on a spit? You're in
Lawnville, for God's sake!"

"The food," Trent said balefully as he looked around the room, "is only symbolic of the problem."

After a minute, I figured out what he meant. The dozen of us who were standing in this room
were nearly all dressed to the hilt in leather – Trent and Gary and I were the only exceptions.
Since we'd just come back from a Sunday-afternoon demo at the Eagle, we were all wearing
hankies and key-chains, and Martin was tapping a nice riding crop against his thigh. If any of
Martin's neighbors had walked in at this moment, they would have screamed and fled from the
dangerous men.

But the conversation was . . . Well, it didn't live up to the trappings. A couple of guys to the left of
me were discussing whether it was rude for them to wear shorts to town council meetings.



Another group was discussing how long you could let your grass grow before the neighbors
complained about the state of your lawn. Martin was heavily engaged in a conversation about his
plans to register his domestic partnership with the local authorities.

It was all quite familiar to me. This was the world I'd lived in since I was a kid: the world of PTA
book-sales and lemonade stands and kinky little games in the boys' locker room which you
followed up with trips to the corner store to buy a giant Slurpee that you shared.

But I knew what Trent was envisioning as he looked out on the gathering: tough, lawless men
motorbiking into the wilderness where they tore off their clothes and had raw, rough sex in orgies
that lasted three days. It wasn't a world I knew, but it was the world that had drawn Trent into
leather.

"Trent," I said seriously as I poured myself a cup of sparkling punch, "all the spontaneous,
limitless anarchy that you miss couldn't have lasted. If AIDS hadn't killed it, something else would
have. An unstable society like that just won't hold together for long."

"Stability." Trent gave me a look that was more daunting than the previous ones, because I
couldn't read his expression. "That's what you're seeking from leathersex? Lack of danger?"

"Danger can exist alongside stability," I argued, eyeing a Ho Ho greedily. "You set your
unmovable foundation, you decide your limits – and then everything else you gamble."

Trent snorted. "Danger. You young leathermen know nothing about danger. I had only one fear
when I was young, and I got over that in time. But you fear everything. You fear that you won't
be accepted by your vanilla neighbors, you fear that society will think you're strange. You won't
do anything spontaneous or risky because you might get hurt." Trent snorted again. "All you
need, you say, is stability. Say, which pocket is your hanky in tonight?"

I sighed. This was an old argument between us. "Look, just because I'm ninety-percent top doesn't
mean I can't have a little fun taking the other role once in a while. That has nothing to do with
stability—"

I was interrupted then. Martin was starting to make the rounds of the room, clipboard and pen in
hand, asking everyone whether they were registered to vote so that they could show the world
what good citizens leathermen are. Nearby, most of the club had entered into a discussion of how
long the negotiations before a scene should last between a top and a bottom, and whether there
should be three breaks or four for further negotiations later in the evening.

"Fucking Christ," Trent said with disgust. Then he turned to me and asked mildly, "Will you do
something for me?"

"Sure," I said with a mouth full of my first bite of Ho Ho. "Anything you want."

It must have been the Ho Ho. Sugar rushes cause madness, right? Because I promise you,
"Anything you want," is not what you say to Master Trent. Not when he has his black
handkerchief sticking out of his left back pocket.

He smiled and put his arm around my shoulders. I'm not into that touchy-feely male bonding stuff,
so I tried to shrug him off, sort of like a fly might try to shrug off a bull. I saw Gary suddenly turn
his gaze our way, as though alerted by a signal. Trent raised his voice above the chatter.

"Gentlemen!" he announced. "My dear grey-hankied friend here has just offered to let me do
anything I want with him. That's right, isn't it?" He turned to me for confirmation.

It was right about then that the Ho Ho turned into a ten-ton cast-iron ball in my stomach. I made



the mistake of trying to answer. "Well, yeah, but—"

That was as far as I got. Trent picked me up by my back collar and belt and threw me onto the
table.

Let me assure you, this isn't easy to do. I mean, I'm a hundred and sixty pounds. The sound of me
landing was like a crack of thunder, and for a moment I thought the table would break apart. I was
less worried about this than about the fact that I'd landed on the food.

I had missed the toothpicks. That was the only mercy. My out-flung arms were now smeared with
crushed low-fat Ho Hos, while the piles of vegetables were under my torso. My groin landed on
baby carrots, which were only bumpy, but my chest was less lucky. I found that my tits were
being gouged by Martin's carefully cut radishes.

As for my face, that was buried in the bowl of dip.

I would have made history in the next minute as the only man in Lawnville to ever drown in dill
dip, but Trent shoved me forward. All of the food under me rolled with my body, and the bowl
fell to the floor. If the bowl had been made of glass, the result would have been a shattering that
would undoubtedly have left my face full of glassy shards. As it was, I blessed the inventor of
Tupperware.

The shove left my head hanging over the end of the table. I immediately placed my hands palm-
down against the back of my head. Several of the guys told me afterwards how impressed they
were that I moved so quickly into a position of submission. It had nothing to do with submission. I
was just trying to protect my head against what would come next.

The first blow of Trent's belt nearly cracked the table again. It landed on my shoulder-blades with
all the force of a train running down a track. People around me were shouting. I heard a scream. I
think it was me. Martin was gabbling something about the difficulty of cleaning dip from his
carpet.

The second blow landed on my ass. This time I had no doubt who was screaming, because I didn't
have time enough to catch my breath before the third blow landed on my thighs.

If I'd been thinking straight, I would have taken due note of the fact that Trent had skipped the
dangerous area of my lower back, and would have been heartened by this. But then, if I'd been
thinking straight, I wouldn't have been lying atop someone's offering of Toll House chocolate chip
cookies. All I could manage was a vague confusion as to why the beating had paused. Not
stopped; I hadn't lost my mind enough to have delusions of that sort.

The room grew suddenly quiet. Martin stopped talking about the cost of buying a new tablecloth. I
felt Trent's hand grope my butt. This, coming immediately after the sudden attack, caused a
growth of warmth at my groin. My cock began to nudge the baby carrots out of the way. This
struck me as funny, so I laughed.

"Quiet!" Trent accompanied this instruction with a slap to my ass that thrust all laughter from my
throat. My cock swelled happily. Trent groped into my left back pocket again, pulling something
out. I understood then. I felt him transfer the handkerchief to my right pocket. Trent is always
careful about such niceties.

"I trust," he said politely to me, "that you won't mind if I add more colors to your pocket."

It wasn't a question. The pause had done its work; I had stopped being alarmed and was working
on being terrified. Black handkerchiefs always make me nervous, at least if I'm on the bottom, but



I'd never been this scared before. Of course, I'd never before bottomed to a man who didn't wear a
handkerchief back in the old days, because in the old days such polite warnings of sexual
preferences weren't needed. You didn't negotiate with your bottom-man back then; you simply
took what you wanted.

Something cold touched my neck. Since my head was still hanging down, I couldn't see anyone's
expressions, but from the hiss of breath around me I could guess that I was right in thinking the
coldness was a knife. I decided that breathing was more trouble than it was worth.

I'd have sworn beforehand that it's impossible to cut a flannel shirt with nothing but a penknife.
Trent proved me wrong. The silence was like a black hole as Trent dragged the knife down,
splitting the shirt and drawing a fiery line of blood down my back. It was the same silence that
occurred on the rare occasions when Trent graced us with his SM demonstrations. Trent's slave
had always been the bottom in those demonstrations; I wondered briefly how Gary felt about
being passed over tonight.

Then I had no thoughts left for Gary, because my split shirt had been opened, and I knew that this
wasn't so that Trent could admire my well-developed muscles. I gulped in air in preparation.

The belt blows this time were more rhythmic, almost ritualistic. I sobbed throughout them. I'm
willing to swear on The Leatherman's Handbook that I'm not weak when I travel to the bottom in
SM, even if my tastes tend more toward the softer end of leathersex. But Mr. Benson himself
would have sobbed if he'd felt a train car run over his back thirty times in a row.

At one point, I heard someone whisper something to Martin about stopping the scene. Martin
murmured a demurral. I vowed to strangle Martin if I lived.

The beating stopped. My groin was lifted off the baby carrots, which were no doubt grateful for
the relief, and I was pulled down to the end of the table till my groin dangled over the edge. Only
my chin now hung over the other side, next to the dill-smeared tablecloth. Trent's hand fiddled
with my belt, which caused my chest to tighten. Daydreams about Trent were one thing, but I'd
seen his size when he played with Gary. I wanted to be able to sit down again some time during
the next month.

I tried wriggling away, but Trent simply planted his hand firmly on the small of my back. I felt like
a vampire who has just had a stake planted in his heart. So I made a sound. It wasn't exactly a
protest. I mean, there's nothing I hate worse than a bottom who says, "No limits," and then wimps
out in the middle of a scene. I was just trying to articulate something along the lines of, "Can we
stop and talk about this, sir?"

I don't know how the sound translated, but Trent slapped my ass again. "Slaveboy," he said, "I
need a gag. You'll do."

I turned my eyes toward Gary, who stood frozen. For a second I wondered whether he was
jealous. Thus I missed whatever time I had in which to give him a reassuring look. He jumped as
Trent barked in anger; then he hurried forward, pulling a piece of square foil from his pocket.

It was then that I realized what danger I was in.

All I could do for a moment was moan. There had been much speculation – both outside Trent's
hearing and within – about Trent's HIV status. I promise you, our little club usually finds more
discreet ways to enquire as to whether any of our members knows he is carrying a deadly disease.
Our public nosiness in Trent's case arose from the lengthy messages he had posted to our e-mail
list about the need for spontaneous, limitless leathersex, with no ridiculous innovations like
negotiations and safe words and condoms.



More than one member – I'll admit I was one of them – had been heard to proclaim loudly that
Trent was engaging in dangerous, self-serving talk. True, no one except Gary needed to worry
about whether Trent was positive, since Trent never had sex with the rest of us. True, Trent had
always been a top, and tops were less likely to get AIDS than bottoms were. But Trent had freely
admitted to having tried the bottom's role in fisting a few times in order to become more
accomplished at the topman's end of the matter.

A few times. In San Francisco. In the eighties. Christ, if Trent wasn't HIV positive, he must be
living under the protection of a major saint.

Gary had pulled out his cock by now and was rolling the rubber over it. Whatever he might think
of Trent's choice of a play partner, he evidently found Trent's workmanlike handling of me to be
exciting. Trent was pulling down my briefs. I had just time enough to say, "Trent, I really don't
want to—"

"Quiet!" Trent landed a slap on my balls that guaranteed I screeched at the very moment Gary slid
his cock into my mouth. I considered biting off Gary's cock. It wasn't too crazy an idea, given the
consequences I was facing.

"Jell-O, you say?" Trent's voice was mild. "Sounds like a decent lube to me. Thank you for
bringing it."

My mind suddenly spun as I mentally ran down the list of ingredients for my recipe to see whether
any of them disagreed with rectums. Damn, I should have memorized my Betty Crocker
cookbook. Then I remembered that I had more important matters to worry about.

Gary's cock had just finished its journey into the depths of my throat. It had easy passage; when I
learn to do something, I do it well. As Gary pulled back and his cock's head touched my lips, I
jerked my mouth away. I could feel Trent's dick at my entrance, cool with lime Jell-O.

"Damn it, Trent!" I shouted. "You know I don't play bareback! If you fuck me without a rubber, I
swear I'll beat you to death with your own belt!"

I expected another slap. What I got was a chuckle. "That, gentlemen, is the difference between a
topman and a bottom-man," Trent announced. "If I'd done this to a bottom, he would have
pleaded, or at most he would have threatened me with the police. A true top takes matters into his
own hands."

"He's wearing a rubber," Martin told me from where he stood, watching the proceedings with
interest. "He put it on before he started removing your clothes. Otherwise we wouldn't have let
him go this far."

All my breath left me. I felt Gary stroke my dip-filled hair solicitously. And in that moment of
relaxation I opened up, and Master Trent, model for Tom of Finland, slid his massive power inside
me and lit me up like a suburban lawn display at Christmastime.

o—o—o

"That's the way to do it," Trent said with satisfaction. "No twelve-hour negotiations. No fiddling
talk of whether the bottom will allow his left ass-cheek to be pounded harder than his right ass-
cheek. And Christ help us, no goddamn breaks in the middle to renegotiate. Just raw, rough sex,
the way it was meant to be."

We were sitting on the sofa in Martin's living room near midnight. Martin, having spent an hour
frantically looking up phone numbers of dry cleaners, had rushed off to a 24-hour cleaner to see



whether they could rescue his tablecloth. Everyone else had left. Trent, Gary, and I had finished
cleaning up our mess, had figured out where Martin hid his beer, and were now lounging at our
leisure till Martin returned and we could render our apologies.

"You know I agree with you in essence, if not necessarily in the details," I said. "So why me?
Why not Gary?"

Trent shook his head as he looked down at Gary, who was sprawled over my lap with his head
resting in Trent's lap, deep asleep. "Too much danger," Trent said softly. "Gary might have let me
fuck him without checking that I wore protection. Then the point of the demonstration would have
been lost. I knew that you'd let me go as far as your usual limit, and no further."

I looked over at Trent, who was softly fingering Gary's hair. "Trent," I said, "you're a poseur. All
that talk about no limits, no need for condoms. . . Gary doesn't have sex with anyone but you. He
wouldn't have been carrying a rubber unless you'd given it to him."

Trent smiled without raising his eyes from Gary. "I just wanted to shake you young folks up,
make you examine your assumptions. You're all so dreadfully conformist. I'd like to say that the
urban leathermen are better, but that's not the case. Your generation should be rebelling against
society when you wear your leather, not figuring out ways to restrict yourself to what society
wants."

"Like you rebelled?" I said.

Trent leaned back, letting his arm fall on top of the sofa's backrest. I instinctively moved forward
to avoid intimate contact with the other man. "Do you know what it was I feared when I was
young?" Trent asked reflectively. "What it was that nearly all the leathermen of my generation
feared? What we partied our brains out to avoid coming into contact with, for fear it would
imprison us?"

I looked down at Gary, who was smiling in his sleep as Trent softly brushed his cheek. After a
while I said, "Not just your generation."

"No," Trent agreed.

After a minute more I said, "I don't think that's what I'm looking for. Having a heavy top beat me
is one thing. This—" I waved my hand at where Trent was continuing to stroke the face of his
long-time lover. "This is dangerous. I don't think I have the courage for it."

Trent smiled again. "So don't press yourself. If it's meant to come, it will come in its own time. In
the meantime, have fun, say 'fuck you' to all those senseless rules that society tries to place on you,
but don't forget what you've had the good fortune to know at a much younger age than I did: the
need for stability. The need for a foundation beneath the delicious danger in one's life."

I tried to sort this out. Finally I said, "All I can think of is Jell-O."

Trent laughed then, so loud that Gary opened his eyes and peered up at us, smiling sleepily.

"Jell-O, then," said Trent. "If that's what it takes. Jell-O and Tupperware and baby carrots and—
Christ, I almost forgot. Slaveboy, fetch the ones we brought that escaped the damage. I don't want
to waste them."

Gary slid from the sofa; a minute later he was back with the box of low-fat Ho Hos in hand. I
looked from the box to Trent.

"You fucking hypocrite," I said slowly.



Trent smiled. He opened the box. "Care for one?"
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“Safe Sane Consensual”
The Making of a Shibboleth

by slave david stein
under the Guardianship of Master Steve of Butchmann’s

History is what happens while you’re doing something else — and it may not be until
years later that you discover what you did was “historic.” When i agreed in mid-1983
to be part of a committee charged with drafting a new “statement of identity and
purpose” for New York’s Gay Male S/M Activists (GMSMA), which i’d co-founded
two years earlier, i had no idea that what most people would remember of our work
would be a single phrase: “safe, sane, and consensual S/M.”

Tens of thousands — maybe hundreds of thousands — of kinky men and women
all over North America and around the world, many of whom have no idea what
“GMSMA” stands for, know “Safe Sane Consensual” (SSC). They’ve seen those words
on T-shirts, on Web sites, in personal ads, in the bylaws and foundation statements
of hundreds of organizations, on porn videos, in virtually every kink magazine, in
every book or pamphlet or instructional video produced for kink-curious audiences.
It has become literally a shibboleth: a linguistic marker used to distinguish “us” from
“them.”

Blame me, if you must, though it was not a result i ever intended. The August 1983
report of that GMSMA committee contains the earliest use of the phrase anyone has
found, and it seems very likely that i was its author. The statement we drafted reads
in full:

GMSMA is a not-for-profit organization of gay males in the New York City area
who are seriously interested in safe, sane, and consensual S/M. Our purpose is to help
create a more supportive S/M community for gay males, whether they desire a total
lifestyle or an occasional adventure, whether they are just coming out into S/M or are
long experienced.

Our regular meetings and other activities attempt to build a sense of community
by exploring common feelings and concerns. We aim to raise awareness about issues
of safety and responsibility, to recover elements of our tradition, and to disseminate
the best available medical and technical information about S/M practices. We seek to
establish a recognized political presence in the wider gay community in order to
combat the prevailing stereotypes and misconceptions about S/M while working with
others for the common goals of gay liberation.

This wording was adopted without change by the board of directors on August 17,
1983, and from then on the statement has appeared in every GMSMA brochure and
membership application as well as other literature distributed at meetings and events
or mailed to thousands of individuals and hundreds of other organizations. (The
only changes made over the years were to drop the reference to New York City and to
replace “males” with “men.”)

While i have no specific memory of coining “safe, sane, and consensual S/M,” i do
remember that i came to the committee meeting where we hashed out the statement
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with a complete draft that was close to the final text. Both of the other members of
the committee, Martin Berkenwald and Bob Gillespie, are now gone, but before his
death in September 2000, Bob told Gil Kessler (who discovered the committee report
in the GMSMA archives) that he believed i had come up with the formulation. It
certainly sounds like my style, and it seems to grow out of other pieces i wrote in the
early 1980s where i struggled to distinguish the kind of S/M i wanted to do from the
criminally abusive or neurotically self-destructive behavior popularly associated with
the term “sadomasochism.” However, i’m not claiming authorship out of pride — i
think the phrase’s popularity may have done as much harm as good — but to
support my interpretation of its origin.

The Past Recaptured
Looking back, i’m convinced that “safe” and “sane” were not conjoined by chance
but derived from an exhortation familiar to most Americans, “Have a safe and sane
Fourth of July.” Every year while i was growing up, i heard that phrase on TV, or saw
it in the newspapers and on billboards, and it stuck. Apparently it stuck with the late
Tony DeBlase, too, because “safe and sane” appears in an unsigned essay he wrote for
the Chicago Hellfire Club’s Inferno 10 (1981) run book:

In 1980 the following was adopted as the club’s statement of purpose: “. . . to provide
education and opportunities for participation in S&M sex among consenting adult
men and to foster communication among such individuals.” Responsible S&M has
become more popular and less feared in the gay community and Chicago Hellfire Club
continues to serve its community — striving always to educate and promote safe and
sane enjoyment of men by men.

Inferno 10 was the first i attended, and it made a big impression on me, so Tony’s
words may have suggested the application of “safe and sane” to S/M, and even the
association with “consensual.” But the GMSMA statement of purpose was the first
place all three terms were jointly applied to S/M.

As a kid, what i took “Have a safe and sane Fourth” to mean was, “Have a good
time, but don’t be stupid and burn the house down or blow your hand off.” More
than two decades later, that seemed to fit S/M just fine. What we meant by “safe and
sane S/M” in 1983 was, “Have a good time, but keep your head and understand what
you’re doing so you don’t end up dead or in the hospital — or send someone else
there.” It seems likely that the echo of a phrase trusted authority figures (like firemen
and police officers) have used for many years explains why many Americans felt
immediately comfortable with “safe, sane, and consensual” — and also why many
others, less inclined to trust authority, were immediately turned off by it.1

Clearly, GMSMA’s consistent use and dissemination of the phrase through the
1980s and beyond laid the groundwork for its explosive spread in the next decade.
                                                  
1 The S/M community often splits along a fault line defined by divergent responses to authority. Some
of us are drawn to authority, and even fetishize it, while others rebel against authority and cultivate
an outlaw aura. These divergent tastes are expressed not only in how we dress for sex, what kind of
playspace décor turns us on, how we talk during a scene, and how we behave toward our sex partners
and peers, but also in how we respond to efforts at organizing and mobilizing the community. To go
into this in any depth, however, would require an entirely different article.
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But the most important vectors were the S/M-Leather Contingent in the 1987 March
on Washington for Lesbian and Gay Rights and the even larger S/M-Leather-Fetish
Contingent in the 1993 March on Washington. During a planning session for the
1987 march called by GMSMA and held at New York’s Lesbian and Gay Community
Services Center on April 21, 1987, representatives of the S/M-Leather Contingent
discussed the pros and cons of “Safe Sane Consensual” and various alternatives (“Safe
Responsible Consensual” is the only one i still remember). At length we settled on
SSC as the most effective slogan for leather-oriented march publicity — never
dreaming how fateful our choice would turn out to be. From June 10, 1987, onward,
the slogan appeared at the top of all correspondence, press releases, and newsletters
from the contingent, and it was the centerpiece of thousands of T-shirts as well.

The 1993 march may have been even more instrumental in popularizing the SSC
slogan, since in addition to its use in publicity material and on T-shirts, it was also
emblazoned on the S/M-Leather-Fetish Contingent’s 20-foot-wide banner. For the
entire day preceding the march, that same banner hung across the grand entrance of
the government building on Constitution Avenue that hosted our huge S/M-Leather-
Fetish Conference. Thousands of men and women from all over the U.S. and many
foreign countries saw those three words, identified with them, and took them back
to their local communities.2

The Devolution of a Slogan
The trouble is, once an idea is reduced to a slogan that can fit on a button or T-shirt,
no one can control its meaning. Everyone who sees it interprets it with his or her
own prejudices and preconceptions — it all depends on how you understand the key
terms. If you read “safe,” for instance, as “avoiding pointless or unnecessary risks,”
then SSC will look very different from the way it does if you read “safe” as “risk-free.”

While most people active in S/M organizations have taken SSC as validating a
form of sexuality still considered “sick” or “crazy” by much of our society, others
have read the same formula as devaluing “edgeplay” and even simple excitement in
favor of cautious, conventional, and completely scripted sex games. Shortly after the
1987 March on Washington, T-shirts appeared reading, “Unsafe Insane
Nonconsensual,” and some prominent S/M educators were seen wearing them once
or twice, but these were more of a joke than a serious critique. Thoughtful, articulate
attacks on SSC didn’t appear until later, particularly Laura Antoniou’s “Unsafe at Any
Speed, or Safe, Sane, and Consensual, My Fanny,”3 Joseph W. Bean’s “The SSC
Mistake”4 and “The Future of Leather,”5 Phil Julian’s “Beyond Safe Sane
                                                  
2 Earlier versions of this essay stated that “Safe Sane Consensual” appeared on the 1987 S/M-Leather
Contingent banner and that the slogan was chosen for the contingent by GMSMA’s Community
Involvement Committee. Bruce Marcus, a longtime GMSMA board member and officer who was a key
figure (along with his partner, the late Barry Douglas) in organizing both contingents, recently
corrected these points based on documents and photos in his files.
3 Delivered as part of a 1995 speech in Seattle and subsequently published in Tristan Taormina’s short-
lived zine, Pucker Up; a transcript of the whole speech is currently available on the Web at
www.sexuality.org/latrans.html.
4 Published in the newsletter of Vancouver Activists in S/M, VASM Scene (January/February 1998, Vol.
16, No. 2), and available online at www.iron-rose.com in the Library area as well as on other sites.
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Consensual,”6 and Gary Switch’s “The Origin of RACK / RACK vs. SSC,”7 which
proposes “Risk-Aware Consensual Kink” as an alternative slogan.8

In the beginning, however, “safe, sane, and consensual S/M” wasn’t a slogan but
simply the preamble to a statement of purpose that goes on to talk about such things
as community, responsibility, tradition, education, and gay liberation. Moreover, in
that statement the SSC formula was explicitly said to embrace all levels of S/M
practice, from the first steps of novices to the edgeplay of veterans, as well as all
degrees of commitment, from “a total lifestyle” to “an occasional adventure.” This
context demonstrates that SSC was originally intended neither as an ideal to live up
to nor as a way of defining S/M in general. But it was definitely intended to draw
lines between S/M behavior we wanted to encourage and other behavior we wanted
to distance ourselves from.

Being sexually aroused by the infliction or suffering of pain, bondage, or
humiliation can lead not only to ecstasy and fulfillment, but also to destructive or
self-destructive behavior that no ethical, grounded person would condone. S/M
releases powerful emotions and involves intense vulnerability, and the results aren’t
always pretty. Sometimes people do things because of their kinks that wreck their
lives — or the lives of others. This must not be forgotten or swept under the rug in the
quest for social acceptance.

The “safe, sane, and consensual” formula was put forward as a minimum standard
for ethically defensible S/M, because that must be the basis for any defense of S/M
rights. Today, however, and especially in the hetero and pansexual communities,
S/M itself (or “BDSM,” which some find more palatable) is frequently defined in
terms of SSC, while the SSC slogan is treated with quasi-religious reverence and even
explicitly referred to as a “credo” or “creed.” Instead of asking people to think about
what it means to do S/M ethically, and to make the hard choices that are sometimes
necessary (if only between what’s right and what’s right now), many organizations
today act as if these issues have all been settled, assuring us that sadistic or
masochistic behavior not deemed SSC isn’t S/M at all but something else — abuse,
usually, or domestic violence or poor self-esteem.

As a result, some people use simplistic conceptions of SSC as sticks to beat anyone
whose limits go beyond theirs, while others apparently think mere lip service to the
SSC idol absolves them of any responsibility to behave with decency or compassion.
The idea has taken root that whatever is safe, sane, and consensual is good, and
whatever isn’t is bad. But that’s as cockeyed as saying that all food approved as safe
                                                                                                                                                                   
5 Delivered as the keynote address at the Great Lakes Leather Conference in Louisville, Kentucky, on
Saturday, September 30, 2000, and available online at www.leatherpage.com, under
Columns/Opinions.
6 Posted on www.LeatherNavigator.com in 1999 as one of his “Black and Blue” columns but no longer
available.
7 Published in Prometheus #37 (May 2001), the magazine of The Eulenspiegel Society (TES) in New
York. Gary coined the term RACK on the TES-Friends list on 11/25/99, and it has been discussed on a
number of lists since.
8 According to e-mail from an Australian leather Master who goes by the name SARRAS, in some “old
guard” circles the slogan was “Committed Compassionate Consensual,” but i haven’t found any
independent corroboration of this.
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by the U.S. government is equally nourishing and flavorful, while whatever hasn’t
been approved isn’t food at all. Just because an S/M interaction is safe, sane, and
consensual doesn’t mean that it’s well done, mutually satisfying, or worth
emulating! Even experienced tops and bottoms can have an off day, and even if
nothing goes obviously wrong, a well-planned scene may fizzle rather than sizzle. On
the other hand, an extremely risky, “lunatic,” or dubiously consensual scene might
provide peak experiences that neither party — assuming they survive it — would
want to have missed. Being SSC alone is not enough, because it says nothing about why
we do S/M in the first place. Or maybe it says too much? The idolization of SSC
occurred during the same period that S/M activity came to be almost universally
referred to as “play,” S/M practitioners as “players,” and the tools we use as “toys.”
This is probably no accident: no one tells us to “Have a safe and sane” — let alone
consensual — day at work. Sensing something lacking in SSC as an ideal, Race
Bannon and John Warren,9 among others, have suggested that a fourth term should
be added: “fun.” But even while conveying that good S/M is more than just SSC, the
amended formula — “safe, sane, consensual, and fun” — reinforces not only the
mistaken notion that SSC is a criterion of value at all, but also that S/M is something
you do merely “for fun” and not with any serious intent.

There is, indeed, such a thing as “serious play” — some of humanity’s finest
artistic, intellectual, and spiritual achievements fall into that category — but it’s not
what most people think of as “having fun.” The same revolution that decoupled
heterosex from procreation and gave us sport-fucking has turned S/M into a sex-
optional form of recreation (explicit equations of S/M with sports are commonplace
in pro-S/M discourse today). Less hazardous than football but almost as strenuous, it
even has aerobic benefits.

The Dangers of Definition
To define is to limit, and GMSMA’s original purpose was not to establish an
orthodoxy but to facilitate dialogue — that’s why we resisted attempts to promulgate
any “official” definition of S/M, or of SSC.10 Back in 1983, we knew that beyond the
obvious applications of “safe,” “sane,” and “consensual,” there are vast gray areas
and no absolutes. Reasonable people can differ on what these terms mean or apply
them differently in different contexts. But they provide a starting point for making
choices about the kind of S/M you want to do (not the specific kinks and scenes, of
course, but the ethical principles that shape your practice).

Safety, especially, differs from one individual and situation to another. A
maneuver that’s perfectly safe for a gymnast to perform could easily lead to a broken
neck for an untrained tumbler. A flogging that one bottom finds exhilarating might
damage another with less experience or preparation. A session of rigid bondage and
sensory deprivation that leads me to ecstasy might send you to a mental hospital.

                                                  
9 See Race Bannon, Learning the Ropes: A Basic Guide to Safe and Fun S/M Lovemaking (Daedalus, 1993),
and John Warren, Safe, Sane, Consensual and Fun (Diversified Services, 1996).
10 Nonetheless, the evolution of SSC into a tribal shibboleth was already implicit in GMSMA’s use of it.
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Even crossing the street, we have to decide what level of risk is acceptable — why
should our responsibility be any less in an S/M scene or relationship?

What we meant by “safe S/M” back in 1983 — as the full GMSMA statement of
purpose implies — was the opposite of careless, irresponsible, or uninformed S/M. We
meant doing your homework and taking reasonable precautions. We never intended
to promote only G-rated S/M or to turn the leather scene into a risk-free playpen
where pain doesn’t really hurt, bondage isn’t really constraining, and dominance is
being ordered to do what you want to do anyway.

We left “sane” and “consensual” much vaguer, “sane” because it’s pretty vague
anyway once you get past the obvious meaning — “able to distinguish fantasy from
reality” — and “consensual” because we didn’t realize how tricky it is. We didn’t
have the benefit of a couple of decades of rising awareness of just how hard it can be
to leave an abusive spouse. We did not discuss, back then, whether consent was
something you could give once and for all, or if it has to be renewed continuously —
the now-familiar paradoxes of “consensual nonconsensuality.” Without such an
analysis, however, it’s all too easy to read the requirement of consensuality as
analogous to the rules against “date rape,” meaning that the top, dominant, or
Master/Mistress has to stop and ask permission of the bottom, submissive, or slave at
each point where the type of activity changes. This might work okay in a play session
between people who are simply interested in sharing certain sensations, but it would
fatally subvert any ongoing Dominant/submissive or Master/slave relationship — or
even the kind of intense S/M scenes where the bottom goes nonverbal and is
temporarily unable to make choices.

The choice GMSMA faced back in 1983 was whether to explore/discuss/defend the
full range of S/M behavior — thus opening ourselves to attack based on every case of
predatory sadomasochism critics could uncover, or invent — or to limit the field in
some way. By saying we were interested in “safe, sane, and consensual S/M,” we were
trying to draw a very basic distinction: between, on one hand, the bondage, torture,
or control inflicted on willing partners for mutual satisfaction and, on the other
hand, the coercive abuse of unwilling victims. We thought this restriction would
leave those hostile to all S/M no rational basis for objection to what GMSMA was up
to, exposing the more fundamental sex phobia that underlies most attempts to
police sexual expression. (Setting ourselves up as a new brand of sex police was the
farthest thing from our minds.) At the same time, we felt that the SSC emphasis
would help those of us who had to some extent internalized the same prejudices —
which back then meant most of us! — to accept that you don’t have to become a
victim or a predator to satisfy sexual needs for pain or control.

Unfortunately, it is not only sensationalistic journalism and reactionary religion
that persistently equates S/M with coercive behavior, but also much of our own
erotica, and this, too, is no accident. Back when GMSMA was getting started, almost
everyone understood S/M in coercive terms because those were the only terms we
had. The first step in bringing consensual S/M out of the closet was to forge a
language to talk about it. SSC was a spectacularly effective part of that process, but
today it is sometimes more of an obstacle than a help in continuing the kind of
dialogue that builds community — and even more of a hindrance to the partly
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nonverbal dialogue of seduction and consent11  that underlies satisfying leathersex
between individuals.

Freedom from Fear
For most people in my generation and earlier, the images of S/M were initially as
scary as they were arousing. And taking the first steps toward realizing our fantasies
— from either side, top or bottom — was even scarier. We didn’t yet have the benefit
of two decades of S/M education and activism, and the iconography of gay S/M in
Drummer magazine and elsewhere was very edgy, very “noncon.” In the early 1980s,
as again today in certain circles, being known as “dangerous” or “having no limits”
could seem sexy or exciting, while being “taken” or forced into submission could
seem more authentic than a negotiated encounter. While it was probably no more
likely for an S/M scene back then to end up in the hospital than it is today — maybe
less likely — the gay leather scene had an aura of danger that made me and many
others hesitate to get involved in it, or have mixed feelings about it, despite our
strong need for S/M. A desire to reduce that aura of danger was one of the chief things that
led us to form GMSMA in the first place, and i’m sure there was a similar motive for
founding many later organizations as well, particularly the heterosexual and
pansexual ones.

Obviously, we’ve succeeded to a remarkable extent, with more than a little help
from the zeitgeist. Since the 1980s S/M has grown progressively less scary, to the
point that many teenagers today are more comfortable with piercing, bondage, and
dominant/submissive role-play than their parents were with oral sex. For these kids,
coming out into S/M is no big deal — much less of one, in fact, than coming out as
gay or lesbian. (Thank you, Madonna and Trent Reznor!)

But maybe the pendulum has swung too far. The critics of SSC have focused
mainly on the “vanillification” of S/M that an overemphasis on safety and mundane
“sanity” can produce. For a good many bottoms, risk-taking is part of the point of
doing S/M — if a scene doesn’t get their adrenaline pumping, it’s a waste of time. For
me and many others, though, fear is a turn-off — we need to feel safe as a
precondition for surrendering control; only then can we fly. Yet even for us, the
transformation of “safe, sane, and consensual” from a vague guideline to an all too
rigid ideology has a downside.

Fear can be a survival mechanism, and novices who rush into heavy scenes on a
first date, counting on “safewords” or the SSC “credo” to protect them, can be
horribly disillusioned even if they’re not physically traumatized. The risk of being
snuffed by a psychopath is minuscule (though not nonexistent). What seems all too
common today, however, is for novice bottoms and submissives to be used and
discarded by tops and dominants spoiled by the endless supply of fresh meat — and
for novice tops and dom(me)s to be used and discarded by bottoms and subs who
never learned that responsibility for a good scene goes both ways. Instead of
approaching our S/M encounters like gourmets relishing a rare feast that required
planning, skill, and perhaps some sacrifice to arrange, more and more of us are fast-
                                                  
11 Joseph W. Bean has suggested “seducing consent” as an alternative to the negotiation paradigm for
leathersex encounters. See his Flogging, pages 18-20 (Greenery Press, 2000).
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food junkies satisfied to eat and run. Instead of engaging with each other as unique
individuals who happen to need or simply enjoy kinky sex, more and more we treat
our partners — both short-term and long-term — merely as props for our fantasies (a
tendency exacerbated by cybersex).

Safewords can’t save you from a bad scene or a bad relationship with someone
you didn’t know as well as you thought you did, and chanting “Safe Sane
Consensual” like a mantra can’t replace years of study and practice in guiding you
through the maze of choices we all must make. Whether you do S/M to achieve
ecstasy, intimacy, or self-transformation, or simply to have a good time, all that the
terms “safe, sane, and consensual” can do is suggest where to begin drawing some
boundaries. After that, the real work of establishing — and testing — your individual
limits begins.

Author’s note: An early draft of this essay was presented in a workshop at the Leather Leadership Conference
in Washington, D.C, in April 2000. It is available on the LLC Web site (www.leatherleadership.org) and was
also published in one of the final issues of The Sandmutopia Guardian and later reworked slightly for the
Spring 2001 issue of NewsLink, the GMSMA newsletter. Although my understanding of the genesis of the
“safe sane consensual” idea hasn’t changed, my views of its later development and possible future
usefulness have evolved substantially since then. This more complete and fully thought through version —
which also corrects some historical errors — was published in the 20th Anniversary issue, September/October
2002, of VASM Scene, the newsletter of Vancouver Activists in S/M of Vancouver, British Columbia. The essay
was commissioned by Joseph W. Bean for an anthology on leather history to be published by the Leather
Archives & Museum, and it may eventually appear in such a volume, though Mr. Bean retired as executive
director of the LA&M before seeing that project through to completion.



Consent Alone Is Not Enough
david_stein's Writing 66M slave (New York City, New York) 

Note | 12 Comments · 56 Love It | about 1 year ago

posted in Consent Counts 2/5/13

The following was inspired by a thread about BDSM and Violence in the Gay Male BDSM 
Mentoring Group, but it goes way beyond the scope of that thread or group, so I’m bringing it here. 
Some of my points have been made by others, but I don’t believe they’ve all been brought together 
before in one post or essay.

I believe that most of us in this group are united in desiring at least some forms of BDSM to be 
accepted both legally and socially as healthy erotic expression rather than prima facie evidence of 
criminality or depravity. Furthermore, I think most of us see the consent of the participants as at 
least a key part of what distinguishes the BDSM activities we promote and defend from those we 
find at best dubious and at worst odious.

Where we differ is usually in how we understand “consent” in BDSM contexts, and the resultant
arguments have grown pretty heated. I think this is largely because we’ve been trying to make 
“consent” do too much work, especially when we call on it to prove that a BDSM scene or 
relationship is not abusive. Then we have to add such qualifiers as “adult,” “informed,” 
“uncoerced,” and “clear-minded” to distinguish legitimate consent from the kind often found 
precisely in abusive relationships, whether vanilla or kinky.

Even if we get all that sorted out to our satisfaction — no small order! — we still have to deal 
with the not insignificant number of cases where people not only consent to being harmed but seek 
out someone to kill them by hanging, torture, or some other kinky snuff scene. “But that’s not 
BDSM!” you say? If the only thing that distinguishes BDSM from abuse is consent, why not? I’ve 
never seen a good answer to that question, because there isn’t one. Consent alone is not enough. 
Even when they don’t express it, people always rely on some additional criterion in making these 
judgments.

CRITERIA FOR ETHICAL SM

Many years ago, I made a stab at expressing the criteria for ethically defensible SM (the 
umbrella term BDSM hadn’t been invented yet). What I came up with was “safe, sane, and 
consensual.” Well, we all know how that worked out! (see my essay at 
http://boybear.us/history.htm). It was a crude first approximation, but so many people in the scene 
— and, especially, coming into the scene — liked it that the phrase became enshrined as a “credo.” 
SSC’s very vagueness is a big part of its appeal, because everyone can read it as giving an 
imprimatur to their way of doing SM — and use it as a club to beat up anyone whose play involves 
things they don’t approve of. No wonder a lot of heavy players and folks in edgier relationships, 
like M/s and O/p, run the other way at the mere mention of “community standards” in BDSM. Who 
needs a kinky Moral Majority or Family Research Council for D/s?

But crude as they are, “safe” and “sane” at least point toward the kind of criteria needed to 
supplement “consensual.” The former points toward the outcome of the scene or the ongoing 
quality of the relationship, while the latter points toward the state of mind of the participants, and in 
particular their intentions. Given that, I think we can discern the schema of at least an ethical 
BDSM scene or play session. (By “schema” I mean an analytical abstraction, not something that 
anyone actually says or writes down before playing!) It’s more challenging to construct an ethical 
schema for an ongoing M/s or D/s relationship because of the much longer or open-ended time 



frame.

So-and-so, being adults of sound mind, freely agree to engage with each other in such-and-such 
a scene with the intention that when it’s over both (or all) will be glad they did.

Instead of prescribing various specific qualities to make a scene “ethical” rather than “abusive” 
or “exploitative,” this schema focuses on the criteria of consent and good intentions. Whatever the 
type of BDSM activity, as long as these criteria are both met, it’s hard to see how anyone could be 
faulted ethically even if the aim of mutual satisfaction is not, in fact, achieved, or is achieved only 
partially. Accidents or mistakes by a Top or Dom are not ethically culpable unless they’re willful or 
negligent, and the same can be said of a bottom or sub’s mis-estimation of his/her pain tolerance or 
ability to handle some other effect of play. (Like “freely,” the phrase “being adults of sound mind” 
is not an additional criterion but a clarification of consent since these are requirements for any sort 
of consent to be fully valid.)

A THOUGHT EXPERIMENT

The following deliberately simple but not unusual scenario for an SM scene between two men 
may clarify what I’ve been talking about:

Let's say that Tom and Bill know each other through mutual friends, and at a play party Tom 
says to Bill, "I'd like to flog you." Bill responds, "Great! Let's do it!" Tom leads him to a vacant St. 
Andrew's cross and tells him to strip while Tom sets out his gear. Bill looks over the array of straps, 
floggers, and whips but doesn’t say anything. Tom asks if Bill has any medical or other condition he
needs to be aware of. Bill says no, and Tom gestures for him to stand facing the cross. Raising one 
of Bill's hands toward the dangling leather restraint, Tom asks, "Okay?" and Bill nods, so Tom 
buckles the cuffs onto both of Bill’s wrists and ankles. Finally, Tom says, "Your safewords are Slow
and Stop." Bill says okay, and Tom selects an implement and begins the scene.

I believe this scenario is fairly typical, at least among gay men at play parties and runs; some 
scenes will require more negotiation, some even less. The question is, what exactly did Bill consent 
to? There was explicit consent to "being flogged" as well as to being restrained by leather cuffs and 
to the choice of safewords. But nothing was said about how long the scene would last or about 
which implements would be used, in what order, how heavily, or where on his body. How broadly 
may Tom interpret Bill's consent?

According to one common interpretation, Bill has agreed that Tom may do anything he wants 
until Bill uses his safeword; the whole onus is on Bill to object if Tom exceeds Bill's limits. But by 
then it may be too late — Bill could be scarred or traumatized for life before he pulls himself 
together enough to scream "Stop!" or whatever the safeword is. If this scenario is typical, why 
doesn't that happen more often? Why is it, in fact, rare for safewords even to be used in such 
circumstances — and even rarer for serious injury to occur?

I think it's because Bill's consent is based on something equally important: his understanding of 
Tom's intentions, which he intuits based on his prior acquaintance with Tom and the context of the 
encounter. There’s a whole raft of unspoken but perfectly reasonable assumptions both Bill and Tom
make about how the scene is going to go, and it is these assumptions that qualify what appears to be
Bill’s almost limitless consent.

UNSPOKEN INTENTIONS

If Tom and Bill were complete strangers, it's unlikely their agreement to play would have been 
arrived at quite so swiftly. They would likely have spent some time feeling each other out in terms 
of experience, interests, mutual friends, attitudes, and so on. And if they clicked, they’d be among 
guys having some degree of experience in SM; there might even be monitors to facilitate safe, 
responsible play. Above all, given that they’re at an event they paid to attend and not in a dark alley 
somewhere, they can reasonably assume that neither wants to risk having their time together end in 



a hospital, police station, or law court.

I think we can go even further in teasing out the unspoken intentions in the scenario. Bill agreed
that Tom would be his Top in a flogging scene. So it's not going to be an electrotorture scene or an 
interrogation scene or a fisting scene. It may involve some bondage, if Bill agrees, but it won't be a 
bondage scene. It's not a humiliation scene or even a Dom/sub scene, just a straightforward flogging
scene between friends. No one knows how far it will go, because that will depend on how Bill 
reacts to what Tom does as they go along. They will dance together, Tom leading and Bill 
following, and go where the magic takes them until one or the other has had enough.

Neither of them assumes that it can end only when Bill says “Stop!” Tom may recognize before 
then that Bill has had all he can safely take, or Tom may reach his own limit and not wish to go any 
further. Each wants his partner to be satisfied; that's what makes what they do "play" and not 
"abuse," "exploitation," or something else one-sided. In fact, Bill's safewords only work because 
Tom intends to honor them. He has consented to be bound by them as a last resort if he fails to 
recognize earlier signs that Bill needs him to slow down or stop. Despite what some ignorant 
"guides" to BDSM imply, the bottom’s failure to use a safeword never excuses the Top from paying 
attention to other verbal and nonverbal expressions, body language, and so on throughout a scene.

CONTEXTUALIZING CONSENT

It seems, therefore, that most of what Bill's consent means is supplied by the context (which 
should not surprise anyone who's studied how language works). He is not agreeing to a transaction 
in which he and Tom exchange specific goods or services. (A flogging scene could be the subject of 
a transaction, but that's not what I’m talking about here.) Rather, he is agreeing to risk a certain kind
of experience -- specifically, to allow Tom to lead him on a journey of pain and ecstatic release. It is
not necessary for Bill to see a map of the journey even if Tom was able to draw one up. It's enough 
to believe that Tom intends to be with him all the way and to bring him back safely. And Bill's trust 
is enough for Tom as well.

Even using a safeword is not necessarily a withdrawal of consent. It may simply be the last act 
of the drama, bringing it to a close. More often, though, it is a discordant note signaling a 
breakdown of trust because a limit was crossed. Let's suppose that Bill, toward the end of the scene,
is flying high from the bone-rattling thuds of a heavy buffalo-hide flogger. All of a sudden, Tom 
throws a bullwhip at his back. As the whip slices through previous welts from the floggers, Bill 
screams, "Stop! Red! What the fuck?" This is not a good way to end a scene! Either Tom made a 
bad judgment call about how Bill would react to bringing in a singletail, or he got carried away and 
stopped caring. Whether it was a well-intentioned mistake or selfish negligence may determine 
whether the two can remain friends afterward -- and how badly Tom's reputation will be harmed by 
the incident.

Sorry to have gone on so long, but I hope it's clear how intimately consent and intention are 
intertwined even in this deliberately simple situation. When it comes to ongoing BDSM 
relationships, it gets more complicated very quickly. But in any case, we can't understand what 
makes normal, healthy BDSM play and relationships different from psychopathology and abuse by 
focusing on consent alone.


